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Have you 
ever 
wanted 
t:o flY. 
UNDERWATER? 
Now might be your chance! 
In cooperation with JF White Contracting Co., 
Framingham, Massachussetts, the Historical 
Diving Society, USA is announcing a raffle for 
the opportunity to dive the fabulous Nuytco 
Research EXOSUIT. The EXOSUIT is the most 
recent advancement in diving technology from 
the drawing board of Phil Nuytten, the world's 
leading expert in one-atmosphere diving. 
Winner may choose from the various training 
evolutions available at the JF White test facility 
or Wood's Hole Oceanographic Institution in 
Massachussetts, from a one-dive experience to 
a full or partial EXOSUIT pilot training program. 
Pilot/trainee must be 18 years of age and 
meet qualifications set by JFW. Winner 
responsible for lodging, meals, and travel to 
the dive training site. 
What would you be willing to pay for this fantastic opportunity- $1,000? $500? $250? 
The full week of training is valued at $7,500. For the price of a $100 ticket, a lucky someone will have 
the opportunity for a dream dive in the futuristic EXOSUIT or to become a qualified EXOSUIT pilot. 
With a limited number of tickets available, your chances of winning the dive are better than usual, 
and they increase with the purchase of multiple tickets. 
Only 1 ,000 tickets have been printed. Tickets are $100 each, 
or three for $250, available only through the HDS. To order tickets, 
contact the HDS at products@hds.org, or calll305-934-1660 and press extension 2. 
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9 SEALAB at 50 By Ben Hellwarth 
As the pioneering program of 
saturation diving, the progress 
of the U.S. Navy's SEALAB 
was eagerly followed by diving 
companies and divers around the 
world. To live and work beneath 
the sea was a goal that humans 
had unsuccessfully brushed up 
against several times, but with a 
commitment from the United States Government, realizing that goal 
was now a distinct possibility. Although the eyes of the diving world 
were fixed upon the great SEALAB adventure below the waves, the 
eyes of the public were focused in the other direction, up towards the 
heavens. The United States was engaged in a "space-race" with the 
Soviet Union, and the astronauts of the Mercury Seven program were 
fast tracked to international celebrity. But not so the aquanauts of the 
SEALAB program, which existed deep in the shadow of America's 
space program. As the SEALAB celebrates its 50th Anniversary 
author Ben Hellwarth takes an historical look back at the program 
that became a milestone in human exploration of the depths. 
The Draeger Model 15 
Diving Apparatus 
By Silke Higgins 
Among the many famous names of 
manufacturers of diving equipment, 
one of the most recognized is that of the 
German Drager (or Draeger) Company. 
Established in 1889 by Johann Drager 
and Carl Gerling, the company 
would go on to establish a worldwide 
reputation for excellence that continues to the present day. In 1895, 
the company first developed a rebreather with an injector system, 
resulting in a recirculatory system that was not solely powered by 
the force of the breath of the diver, but created a vacuum that would 
automatically cause the gases to flow through the system, thus 
making it easier to use, as well as more efficient. Seventeen years 
later, this system was combined with a 3-bolt helmet design, known 
as the Model1912, which enabled a traditionally-dressed diver to 
breathe without the use of a mouthpiece in the helmet. In 1915, this 
design underwent further improvements, most visibly in the shape 
of the helmet itself. The Model 15 was an early scuba diving system 
and Silke Higgins presents a translation of a detailed article on the 
unit from the July I August 1915 issue of the company's in house 
publication, Draeger-Hefte. 
SEALAB at 50 and 
SCUBAatlOO 
As one of the most historical diving achievements of the 20th Century, the United States Navy SEALAB program opened the 
door to saturation diving, and the commercial diving world swiftly 
adopted the concept and technology. We are pleased to be able 
to feature Ben Hellwarth's article on the SEALAB program as it 
celebrates its 50th Anniversary 
this year. 
Ben's introduction to the 
international diving community 
began in 1998, when as a 
reporter for the Santa Barbara 
News Press he covered the 
return of Hans and Lotte 
Hass to America for their HDS 
Film Festival. With an instant 
connection to the HDS and its 
diving history mission, Ben soon 
took the first _steps that would eventually lead him to his first book, 
SEALAB. Americas's Forgotten Quest to Live and Work on the 
Ocean Floor. Published by Simon & Schuster in 2012, and available 
from the HDS, this excellent book provides the basis for Ben's 
article. 
With most of the key participants in the program now in their 
senior years, or already deceased, Ben's recent research has 
breathed new life into their personal story, and the SEALAB story. 
Years of meticulous study and extensive interviews went into the 
book, and several HDS members assisted Ben in his quest. One 
of them was our Advisory Board member Bob Barth, who recorded 
his career in the 2000 book, Sea Dwellers. The Hunor, Drama 
and Tragedy of the U.S. Navy SEA LAB Programs. As a matter of 
coincidence, Bob and his colleague Dave Sullivan recently received 
their 2013 HDS Nick lcorn Diving Heritage Awards at the dive school 
in Panama City, and that ceremony is featured in this issue. 
Also in this issue, we travel back a century to 1915 for a review 
of an early self-contained diving system manufactured by the 
historic Draeger company of Germany. We are happy to publish a 
complete translation by Silke Higgins of an article on the Model 1915 
scuba system from the July/August 1915 issue of their in-house 
publication, Draeger-Hefte. After extensive searches of data bases 
our Senior Editor Nyle Monday believes that this is the first time the 
article has appeared in print in English. All of us at the Journal are 
grateful to Silke for her work translating the German original. The 
article provides an excellent example of the mission of the HDS 
in publishing foreign language articles for the first time in English . 
German scuba in 1915! I hope you enjoy it. • 
-Leslie Leaney, Executive Editor 
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ous practice and if practiced incorrectly, or with incomplete planning 
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experience. THE jOURNAL OF DIVING HISTORY is not intended as 
a substitute for the above or for the diver to abandon common sense in 
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ous aspects of diving, not as a substitute for proper training and experi-
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contained herein. 
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Dan is President/CEO of Divers Alert 
Network (DAN). During his nearly 18-
year tenure at DAN, he has focused on 
helping divers in need, while promoting 
successful business and administrative 
practices. His awards include the NOGI 
for Sports/Education and Beneath the 
Sea's Diver of the Year for Education. 
He is a Boston Sea Rover. Dan has 
served on many Boards of Directors, 
including the Academy of U/W Arts and 
Sciences, the Diving Equipment and 
Marketing Association, and the Our 
World Underwater Scholarship Society. 
Dan has been a certified diver for 
nearly 45 years. 
A diver for over 50 years, Sid gradu-
ated with the second class of Santa 
Barbara City College's Marine Diving 
Technology program in 1971. He 
served as a public safety diver and is 
ADCI-certified. His company, Mocean 
Video, produces historically-based 
diving videos for various television and 
commercial organizations. 
Steve Struble has been involved with 
the commercial diving industry for 
over 21 years. He received his start 
with Continental Divers in Patterson 
Louisiana and is currently a Project 
Manager at Aqueos Corporation, an 
HDS Sponsor company. Steve is an 
early HDS member with an interest 
in the development of modern light-
weight swim gear helmets. He is a 
fixture at Underwater Intervention, 
working on several show 
committees, including the technical 
program. Steve has been the HDS 
representative for the Gulf of Mexico 
for many years. 
A diver since 1980, Greg connected 
with Jim Boyd's Classic diving group 
in 1994 via Skin Diver magazine's 
Technifacts column written by E.R. 
Cross. From Jim's group, Greg 
became involved with the HDS and 
has represented the Society in the 
Chicago area since the mid 1990s. 
He has also represented the HDS at 
DEMA and reg ional dive shows and 
was the recipient of the HDS E.R. 
Cross Award in 2002. 
DIRECfORS 
James Forte 
James has been diving and 
working in the industry for 25 
years. He is a Santa Barbara 
City College Marine Technol-
ogy graduate and freelance 
photographer with images 
published in several diving 
magazines. A former HDS 
Director, he has contributed to 
Historical Diver Magazine, and 
was part of the very successful 
HDS Hans & Lotte Hass Film 
Festival team. He currently 
works for ADCI member, Nu-
vair. He brings his knowledge 
of marketing, media informa-
tion and web technology to the 
new HDS Board of Directors. 
Janice Raber 
Janice Raber has been scuba 
diving since 1986, achieving 
the rank of instructor with 
Scuba Schools International. 
· Her love of the sport quickly 
led to her involvement with 
the Long Island Divers As-
sociation, a non-profit that 
represents dive enthusiasts 
in the New York/Long I sland 
area. In 24 years with that 
association she has served 
in many officer's positions 
and now sits on the Board of 
Trustees. A charter member of 
the Moriches Off-Shore Reef 
Fund, Janice helped acquire 
ships and materials for the de-
velopment of this artificial reef 
off Long Island's south shore. 
Inducted into the Women Div-
ers Hall of Fame in 2001, she 
serves as newsletter editor 
and on their Board of Trustees. 
Janice is also a member of the 
Northeast Working Equ ipment 
Group. 
Ryan Spence 
Ryan is a lifelong diver and 
diving historian. He is a 
recipient of the Nick !corn 
Diving Heritage Award and 
founder of Flashback Scuba 
and the Flashback Scuba 
Museum, known for its 
collection of Cousteau Team 
items. Ryan believes that 
creating a connection to our 
past is critical to inspiring 
the next generation of 
divers, explorers, and 
ocean conservationists. 
Dan Vasey 
Dan Vasey started in the 
field of commercial diving 
in 1987 graduating through 
Santa Barbara City College's 
marine technology program. 
He became a skilled ROV 
pilot and techn ician working 
on both coasts of the USA 
and in the Gulf of Mexico. He 
has worked in the Caribbean, 
South China Sea, Mediterra-
nean, and South America and 
was involved in the construc-
tion of Deep Flight. He was 
the organizer for the HDS 
20th anniversary conference 
and is currently a tenured 
faculty member of Santa 
Barbara City College Marine 
Diving Technology program . 
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HDS Honors Dewey Bergman and 
Carl Roessler with 2014 Pioneer Award 
Dewey Bergman 
Ca rl Roessler 
Second Quarter 2014, Volume 22, Number 79 
The Board of Directors are pleased to announce that the 2014 HDS Pioneer Award for Recreational Scuba Diving is presented to the 
diving tourism pioneers Dewey Bergman and Carl Roessler. 
Working out their See and Sea Agency in San Francisco the two 
friends were the first to open many of the world's most famous 
international dive sites. Their work with Ron and Val Taylor, and 
Rodney Fox, laid the foundation for the Great White Shark tourist 
industry. 
Dewey Bergman was a great pioneer and visionary. In his Don 
Travel period in Berkeley, he was very early in convincing parents 
of the value of sending college-aged students to Europe for an 
expanded world view. He built a very successful agency on that idea. 
An avid diver I adventurer, Bergman dreamed of creating an 
exclusively diving-oriented agency. His timing in creating See & Sea 
in 1966 was early but prescient, because he proved the concept of 
sending his client groups to exotic places where personally-vetted 
locals would welcome them and host them for great diving. 
Carl Roessler then spread that around the globe, at one time 
having live-aboard operations in 25 now-famous diving locations. 
Their Diogenes and the Honest Man formula was so right in every 
way that it was the key to their business model throughout the 
existence of the company. 
Dewey was also dive travel editor for Skin Diver Magazine for 
some years, opening divers' horizons to the exotic tropical world that 
was open to them after their initial lessons in a pool or in cold water. 
Dewey held out the prospect of the pot of gold at the end of the 
learning-to-dive rainbow, and he delivered high adventure when 
people followed him. Dewey spent whatever it took to give his 
clients the best possible experience, knowing that it would pay off 
over the years. He passed away in 1993. 
After five years as Director of Computation at Yale University 
Carl Roessler realized a long-held dream and moved with his wife 
and children to the Caribbean islands of Curacao and Bonaire. 
During 1969-72, Carl hosted dive groups organized by Dewey 
Bergman of See & Sea Travel, Inc. 
In 1972, Carl was approached by Dewey to become co-owner of 
See & Sea and travel the world. For the next twenty five years, Carl 
organized permanent dive programs in over thirty of what are now 
the world's best-loved dive destinations. 
For 20 of those 25 years, Carl was president of See & Sea, the 
world's first and largest travel agency exclusively devoted to 
dive travel. In his long career in dive travel, Carl was the leading 
popularizer of expeditionary live-aboard dive cruisers that offered 
good food and comfort while diving at pristine reefs far distant from 
hotels, airports and population centers. 
Beginning in 1967, Carl began taking underwater pictures during 
his overseas dive trips. Gradually he amassed an enormous collection 
of over 300,000 images from all around the tropical world. 
He is the author of seven coffee-table books on marine subjects 
and a valued member of the Society's Advisory Board. Many of his 
adventures and accomplishments can be found on his extensive web 
site at www.divexprt.com. • 
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California Wreck Divers Earn 
!corn Diving Heritage Award 
The Board of Directors is pleased to announce that the California Wreck Divers are the recipients of the 2014 
Historical Diving Society Nick learn Diving Heritage Award . 
In announcing the award the Board made special mention of 
the numerous public exhibitions in which the California Wreck 
Divers have presented artifacts that their members have 
recovered . 
The history of these exhibitions covers several decades 
and they provide the general public with both an opportunity 
to learn about their local historical wrecks, and to learn about 
diving. 
The California Wreck Divers were founded in the Spring 
of 1971 in order to provide greater opportunity for divers to 
explore California shipwrecks and to systematically research 
and seek out wrecks. As a membership-based non-profit the 
organization maintains listings and information about wrecks, 
including wrecks known to lie in diveable waters. 
These wrecks and their artifacts provide a glimpse into 
the maritime past when ship fittings were not only functional , 
but also highly decorative and ornate. Members spent hours 
of painstaking work restoring and refurbishing shipwreck 
relics, providing the organization with numerous historically 
interesting and useful items, which they are able to display at 
various exhibitions. 
Several members of the California Wreck Divers are 
also members of the HDS, and the late Nick learn was one 
of these. It is most fitting that the HDS award in his name 
should be presented to the California Wreck Divers, and this 
is currently scheduled to take place at their annual banquet in 
2015. 
For further information on the California Wreck Divers, log 
on to www.cawreckdivers .org. a 
HDS Honors Bonnie Toth with 
2014 E.R. Cross Award 
The Board of Directors is pleased to announce that member Bonnie Toth is the recipient of the 2014 HDS E.R. Cross 
Award for her volunteer services to the Society. In making the 
announcement the Board noted Bonnie's extensive work in 
graphics and publicity for the Society's 2013 Tribute to Ernie 
Brooks program, which was hosted in conjunction with the Santa 
Barbara Underwater Film Festival. 
As creative director and owner of Bonnie Toth Advertising 
& Design in San Clemente, California, Bonnie brings more 
than 35 years of expertise in raising awareness and creating 
brand image through graphics, positioning, design, and 
promotion. During that time, she helped shape the visual 
identities of numerous diving industry giants through catalog 
design, advertising , packaging , manuals, and more -
from ScubaPro, Seaquest, Aqualung, Mobby's, Parkway, 
Divegear, and Sea and Sea Underwater Imaging, to Atomic 
Aquatics, DiveNewswire, and Ideations (DiveAiert PLUS). 
Bonnie 's enthusiasm for marine exploration and diving 
- and furthering opportunities for women to play a more 
prominent role in the industry and its history - is why she has 
also devoted so much of her time and expertise over the years 
to giving back. 
For the last decade, she has donated countless hours 
behind the scenes to promote, grow, and raise awareness for 
such organizations as the Women Divers Hall of Fame, the 
Academy of Underwater Arts and Sciences, and the HDS Santa 
Barbara Underwater Film Festival. 
Under her leadership and guidance as a Board of 
Trustees member, two-term Chair, and currently as President 
of the Women Divers Hall of Fame, the organization and 
its scholarship and training grant programs have flourished. 
Our congratulations to Bonnie on this deserved career 
recognition . a 
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SEALAB I in transit to Bermuda in 
1964. Tl;le protective "shark cage" 
and the entry hatch are visible in 
the foreground. Also visi,ble is one 
of the two po ke fee,t, which 
were open top, like fr;oughs, 
to hold ba 
at 
By Ben Hellwarth 
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I 
~ What happened 50 years ago, nearly 200 feet below the surface of the Atlantic, might have been a worthy cause for celebration, with public displays like the ticker-tape parades then being held for the first American astronauts, those 
dauntless pioneers whose names and faces had become ubiquitous in 
the media of the day, including a relatively new entrant known as TV 
news. 
There was never any doubt the astronauts' place in history was 
secure. The space race with the Soviets was on and the Americans were 
on a roll. It certainly didn't hurt to have their place in history punctuated 
by Tom Wolfe's inimitable telling of the Mercury Seven story, complete 
with the renowned journalist's pithy encapsulation of the astronauts' 
rocket-riding exploits and personal je ne sais quoi as a pure show of The 
Right Stuff. That was the title of Wolfe's mega-selling classic, a rollicking 
romp of nonfiction that soon took a giant leap to the silver screen. Equally 
significant, The Right Stuff readily seeped into the popular lexicon as a 
descriptor for the kind of steely competence associated with test pilots 
and the first spacemen. 
What happened a half-century ago below the surface of the Atlantic 
-about a year after the final Project Mercury space flight- required 
some of the same stuff, soon after the placement of an unusual structure 
resembling a stout submarine on the seabed at a depth of nearly two 
hundred feet. In late July of 1964, four Navy divers- the first American 
"aquanauts" - swam into a specially outfitted sea-floor shelter called 
SEALAB I. They were to begin what a close-knit group of U.S. Navy 
scientists and divers believed would be a game-changing foray into 
manned undersea activities- for the military, for industry, for science, for 
anyone who dreamed of living and working beneath the waves. 
The goal was to prove that divers could not only go deeper but they 
could also stay down far longer than ever thought possible -for hours, 
days, weeks, even months instead of the mere minutes that standard 
diving methods allowed, especially once divers reached depths of about 
150 feet or more. 
Unlike the rocket launches and splash downs of those years, neither 
the opening nor the conclusion of this inaugural SEALAB received 
comparable headlines, accolades or parades. Yet many of the same 
newsworthy elements were in the mix: Risks. Firsts. Technological 
and physiological breakthroughs. Opening doors to new frontiers. An 
undersea display of The Right Stuff. 
The goal for the astronauts, as articulated by President Kennedy, 
was to land on the moon. The goal for their undersea counterparts- the 
aquanauts, as some had taken to calling divers equipped to live and work 
in the sea- well, that goal was a little less precise, and had a lot less 
money pouring in to achieve it. But the spirit of the SEALAB program was 
much the same as that of the space program, although that spirit did not 
arise out of a presidential directive or a national obsession with beating 
the Russians. SEALAB sprouted more discreetly in the fertile imagination 
of a Navy doctor named George Foote Bond. 
For the first years of his medical career Dr. Bond would have seemed 
an unlikely champion of a project to figure out how to create a functional 
sea-floor base. After medical school Bond decided to pass up more 
lucrative opportunities at city clinics and opted instead to go it alone as 
a country doctor. Beginning in the mid-1940s, Bond served a far-flung 
backwoods community in the Blue Ridge Mountains, in a corner of 
western North Carolina where he had spent time as a boy and saw for 
himself the need for versatile physicians who were not miles away at 
an urban hospital. Bond tirelessly put in long hours, traveling rutty dirt 
roads in a surplus Willys Jeep to make house calls at shanties in remote 
hamlets with names like Bear Branch and Chimney Rock. He lived with 
his wife and kids in Bat Cave, a speck of a town named for a nearby 
cavern favored by migrating bats. 
This was of course miles from the ocean, and the ocean was miles 
from Bond's thoughts- until he got called up to join the Army in the early 
1950s and a bureaucratic hiccup got him routed into the Navy instead. 
His training to become a submarine medical officer included learning how 
to dive, using the traditional "hardhat" system with the U.S. Navy's iconic 
and bulbous Mark V helmet, which was affixed to a heavy, rubber-lined 
canvas suit. New to Navy dive lockers at that time was self-contained 
underwater breathing apparatus, the kind of SCUBA recently developed 
by a rising oceanographic star named Jacques-Yves Cousteau, along 
with a fellow Frenchman, the engineer Emile Gagnan. 
Bond was a preternaturally adventuresome soul and he liked the nev: 
Standing at one end of SEALAB I with Captain George Bond, second 
from left, are the first SEALAB aquanauts, all U.S. Navy divers. 
From left are Robert A. Barth, Lester "Andy" Anderson, Dr. Robert E. 
Thompson, and Sanders "Tiger" Manning. 
Bob Barth, wearing 
the semi-closed 
Mark VI rebreather 
favored during 
SEALAB I, found 
the neighborhood 
fish liked to snack 
on canned sardines 
more than he 
and his fellow 
aquanauts did. 
George Bond, 
left, and Walter 
Mazzone monitor 
a test chamber 
during Genesis, 
the laboratory 
experiments 
that preceded 
SEALAB. 
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(Above) Bob Barth, who volun-
teered as a human test subject 
for the laboratory experiments 
called Genesis, is seen here in 
the early 1960s packing for an 
extended stay inside one of the 
chambers used to simulate the 
conditions of a saturation dive. 
(Left) Scott Carpenter, the 
Mercury astronaut, joined the 
SEALAB program and was 
supposed to be among the first 
aquanauts until a motorbike ac-
cident forced him off the roster. 
(Below) The first of three 
aquanaut teams slated to 
~~~~~~~~~- occupy SEALAB II, an improved 
version of SEALAB I, included 
Carpenter, second from left in 
the front row. 
experience of diving. As a scientist, he also found the underlying physiology 
and medicine of diving fascinating. Most intriguing, perhaps, was that at 
the dawn of the space age, with the sky no longer the limit, divers were still 
largely abiding by limits established decades before. Whether you were doing 
a job in heavy hardhat gear, with your air fed by a hose from the surface, or 
whether you were swimming freely in modern SCUBA, with air tanks on your 
back, the same conventional limits applied: You couldn't dive very deep, and 
if you did venture much below, say, a couple of hundred feet, you couldn't 
stay down for very tong. During the historic rescue and salvage of the 
American submarine USS Squalus, which sank in 1939 in Atlantic waters of 
about 240 feet, Navy divers could spend no more than about a half an hour 
at a time at the downed sub before they had to begin the gradual process of 
decompression required for a safe return to the surface. So it took dozens of 
divers and many dives to put in the hours needed to get a difficult job done. 
When Dr. Bond came along that was still pretty much the state of the art. 
Decompression schedules, also known as dive tables, had been worked 
out in the early 201h century to prevent divers from getting "the bends," the 
painful and potentially fatal condition brought about if a diver surfaced too 
quickly, causing bubbles to form in the body much as they do in a can of 
soda that's popped open. Those bubbles, in turn, could cause all manner of 
physiological short circuits, depending on where they appeared. 
Dive tables were always being refined to maximize dive times and 
minimize decompression times white keeping a diver safe and free of 
the bends. But these refinements were more like tinkering than a total 
transformation, and Dr. Bond marveled that with the world fixated on the 
lofty goal of sending human beings into outer space and to the distant moon, 
there was no similar effort to send human beings in the other direction, 
deeper into the realm that some liked to call "inner space," perhaps in the 
hopes of siphoning a little attention from the space program. 
Not only were there the longstanding limits on depth and duration 
intended to prevent the bends, there were other sub-aquatic quandaries, like 
the drunken stupor brought on at depths of more than about 130 feet when 
breathing the nitrogen that makes up four fifths of ordinary air. The narcotic 
effects of nitrogen had successfully been eliminated a couple of decades 
earlier by substituting helium into a diver's breathing gas. That enabled 
divers to stay clear-headed when diving deeper- a critical improvement, 
especially on tricky jobs- but both depth and duration remained restricted by 
conventional limits, as set forth in the dive tables. 
So, while diving had made some progress, Dr. Bond nonetheless 
found it surprising that no one had the answer to a pair of questions that 
seemed to him as fundamental as knowing the speed of sound or how 
fast a human could run the mile: How tong can a diver stay down? How 
deep can a diver go? 
After serving in the Navy for several years in the early 1950s Bond could 
have returned to his rural medical practice, and he almost did. But he had 
become hooked on diving and the prospect of achieving breakthroughs that 
would somehow get around the old decompression limits and afford divers a 
tot more time underwater. So Bond continued to pursue a career as a Navy 
medical officer- and he would make it his job to seek answers to those 
questions about dive depth and duration. 
Commander Bond soon got promoted to Captain and became officer-
in-charge of the Medical Research Laboratory at the U.S. Naval Submarine 
Base at New London, Connecticut. It was there, in the tate 1950s, that he 
would begin the laboratory experiments aimed at proving the concept of 
"saturation diving," a term that referred to allowing a diver's body to fully 
absorb the gases breathed at a given depth. The greater the depth and 
pressure, the greater the degree of saturation. The conventional approach 
to diving didn't allow enough time for a diver to become saturated. Results 
of some preliminary tab experiments that did allow for total saturation, which 
took about a day at a given depth, indicated that allowing for total saturation 
might actually be ineffective, if not downright dangerous. 
But Bond and a few others around the New London tab believed that 
saturation diving could hold the key to enabling a diver to spend indefinite 
periods at depth. There would still be no getting around the need to 
decompress, but that process might be postponed indefinitely until it was 
finally time to surface. That was the idea, anyway. To test it out Bond and his 
team at the tab would begin running experiments on assorted animals, much 
as tests were run on animals in the early years of the space program before 
humans with The Right Stuff were allowed to ride rockets into the sky. 
The early experiments on saturation diving began quietly, even 
unofficially, in stark contrast to the animal experiments for the space program 
- monkeys like Able and Baker made the cover of Life magazine. For a time 
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Bond's Navy bosses weren't entirely aware what he was up to in his lab, and Bond 
knew that some would not have approved. But Bond's iconoclastic streak could serve 
him well, and he was determined to do what he could to gather favorable evidence 
and generate enthusiasm for the revolutionary prospects of saturation diving. 
Bond's effort might have withered in a hyperbaric test chamber if not for the 
participation of Captain Walter Mazzone, a top administrator and a decorated 
veteran of World War II submarine patrols. Mazzone's official job at the New London 
base involved preparing new submariners for duty but Mazzone had a background 
in biological science. Before the war, he had hoped to become a medical doctor 
himself. So his interest was piqued the day he was introduced to Captain Bond, 
rather by chance, during a visit to the Medical Research Lab. Mazzone was not one 
to be easily impressed, but from his very first conversation with Dr. Bond he was 
struck by Bond's personal charisma and his professional zeal about pursuing the 
concept of saturation diving. Bond was even talking seriously about the prospect of 
creating the marine equivalent of space stations on the seabed. 
Fortunately for Bond, and for the future of saturation diving, Mazzone was just 
the kind of detail-oriented man for the job of running the early saturation experiments, 
which Bond called Genesis, not only because he saw them as the beginning of a 
new era in diving, but because of what the opening lines of The Bible in the Book 
of Genesis said about man having dominion over the fish of the sea. In addition to 
being a doctor and scientist Bond was a religious man and a lay preacher. During his 
half-dozen years as a country doctor he had often given sermons at the little church 
in Bat Cave. What was written in scripture seemed to him welcome corroboration that 
saturation diving was more than just feasible. It was meant to be. 
Favorable results from the animal tests led to the next phase of Genesis. This 
time, like the animals, human volunteers would be sealed in hyperbaric chambers, 
with scant amenities, and subjected to a pressurized environment similar to what 
they'd have to live in underwater. That meant breathing newly concocted gas 
mixtures very different from the roughly 79 percent nitrogen and 20 percent oxygen 
found in ordinary air. It also meant being exposed to heightened pressure for 
much longer than anyone usually was- about a week was the initial goal. Those 
volunteers in the chamber would also know that, once saturated, there was no quick 
way out before undergoing a lengthy and carefully orchestrated decompression. 
Of course there was no way of knowing whether the customized gas mixtures and 
decompression schedules that seemed to work for rats, monkeys or goats would 
be safe for humans. In short, there was no way of knowing whether anyone who 
went into a chamber would come out alive. The volunteers would surely need some 
measure of The Right Stuff. 
Even as the tests were going on Bond was looking ahead to the next step: How 
to persuade the Navy to build a first prototype sea-floor station. If divers were to 
spend days or weeks on the seabed instead of mere minutes, they'd need a shelter 
of some kind , much as a mountaineer needs a tent. And they needed to find out 
whether the methods that seemed to work in the lab would work at sea, with all the 
variables and challenges that come with operating in the ever-changing marine 
envi ronment. 
In the meantime Bond was happy to share the promising results he was getting 
in the lab- a report on the animal experiments, while not widely distributed, was 
publicly available. Two prominent figures in undersea exploration were intrigued. One 
was the American industrialist Ed Link, inventor of the first flight simulator, who was 
turning his attention from aviation to diving and ocean-going technologies. The other 
was Jacques Cousteau, co-developer of modern scuba, who was fast becoming a 
household name. 
The two were initially going to join forces to run a first saturation dive at sea 
but their relations soured and they went ahead separately, with two saturation trials 
each, between 1962 and 1964. Both took relatively cautious approaches, with Link 
more focused on achieving depth and Cousteau more focused on duration. Bond 
and his Navy team were aiming for a more definitive demonstration of the prospects 
for achieving both substantially greater depth and duration. They also wanted to 
continue gathering the physiological data needed to ensure diver safety and to 
attempt longer, deeper dives. 
By early 1964, the Navy agreed to build SEALAB I, its first-ever undersea 
"habitat" - the Roman numeral optimistically suggesting that this habitat would not 
be the last. But a lot was riding on how this undersea debut turned out. SEALAB I 
was about 40 feet long and nine feet in diameter. It had multiple legs, like those on a 
dining table, and weighed 30 tons. Pontoon-like feet could be filled with ballast and 
allowed the structure to sit firmly on the bottom, about six feet over the seabed. The 
habitat was pieced together at the Navy base in Panama City, Florida, its design 
largely a product of brainstorming sessions among a few engineers with guidance 
from Dr. Bond and his team from the New London lab, including Captain Mazzone, 
who had already become indispensable to the nascent program. Making SEALAB 
I required a certain amount of scrappy creativity, both because they were building 
something the Navy had never built, and because they had to build it on. a shoestring 
America's first aquanauts-to-be stand by SEALAB I. From 
left are Scott Carpenter, Bob Barth, Dr. Robert Thompson, 
Lester "Andy" Anderson and Sanders "Tiger" Manning. 
Carpenter was scratched from the roster after sustaining 
injuries in a motorbike accident. 
Bob Barth at an informal press conference following 
completion of the more than 50 hours of decompression 
that he and the other aquanauts went through after living 
at a depth of nearly 200 feet for 11 days at SEALAB I. 
Captain George F. 
Bond, the father 
of SEALAB, 
monitored the 
diving and 
sea dwelling 
operations on 
the bottom from 
a support ship at 
the surface. 
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(Below) Barth, wearing the Mark VI breathing gear, makes 
a dive outside SEALAB I. 
Inside SEALAB I, 
, from left, are Dr. 
Robert Thompson 
and Sanders 
Manning . The 
bunks can be 
seen in the rear. 
America's first aquanauts at a sparsely attended press confe-
rence right after their historic stay in SEALAB I. From left are 
Anderson, Thompson, Barth, and Manning. 
budget- one reason that the submarine-shaped hull of SEALAB I was welded 
together from old floats found in a salvage yard. The pioneering spirit of 
SEALAB may have been similar to that of the space program, but its funding 
was a drop in the bucket of what the U.S. was pouring into the first manned 
rocket launches. 
The interior of SEALAB I had the basic facilities of a camper- toilet, 
shower, stovetop, table, chairs, bunks. Four or five divers at a time could live 
in this novel SEALAB, and most important they could make dives outside, at 
any time of day or night, because the habitat was designed to be pressurized 
to match the pressure of the surrounding water. That meant a hatch in the floor 
could remain open and the seawater would stop just below the brim. Once 
safely acclimated to the pressure, and to the customized mix of breathing 
gases circulated through the habitat, the divers could live there indefinitely, 
don and doff their gear, and come and go as they pleased. That was the 
concept, anyway, of combining the new method of saturation diving with this 
prototypical sea dwelling. 
This concept would be put to the test at a site about 25 miles southwest 
of the U.S. Navy base at Bermuda. Once towed out to the site, SEALAB I was 
lowered to a depth of 193 feet, close to the benchmark of 200 feet used in the 
final lab experiments. This was a substantial depth, then and even now, and at 
least as challenging as the depth was the planned duration: The goal was to 
house four aquanauts, as Dr. Bond liked to call sea-dwelling saturation divers, 
in SEALAB for three weeks- a truly unprecedented duration at such a depth. 
In addition to living inside SEALAB, the aquanauts could drop through the 
open hatch in the floor directly into the water at a sandy expanse of seabed 
called Plantagenet Bank. They would be able to dive for hours in an area 
which, if reached on a conventional dive, they'd have to leave within a matter 
of minutes to begin their required decompression and gradual return to the 
surface. 
On July 20, 1964, a date not found in many history books, four Navy 
divers squeezed into a capsule that was like a pressurized elevator, a 
prototype for getting saturation divers to and from the seabed. The capsule 
was lowered like bait on fishing line to the vicinity of SEALAB I. One after the 
other, the aquanauts took a deep breath, dropped through the open hatch in 
the capsule floor and made a free swim of 20 yards or so to the hatch in the 
underbelly of the habitat. Those first four aquanauts were Bob Barth, a test 
subject through all the human phases of Genesis, along with Lester "Andy" 
Anderson, Sanders "Tiger" Manning and Dr. Robert Thompson. 
The names and faces of Barth, Anderson, Manning and Thompson would 
never be as readily recognizable as those of the Mercury Seven astronauts, 
who were introduced to the world a few years earlier with great fanfare and 
became favorite subjects of media reports. It's worth noting that among those 
introduced was a former Navy pilot named Scott Carpenter. After Carpenter 
became the second American astronaut to orbit the Earth, in May of 1962, 
he caught wind of SEALAB and wanted in on the adventure, recognizing that 
it had all the difficulty, risk and potential of his spaceflight. He got introduced 
to Captain Bond, who was glad to have a world-famous astronaut on board 
-it might help raise the program's profile. So Carpenter would have been 
crammed into the capsule with the other four aquanauts- if not for the scrapes 
and broken bones he sustained in a motorbike crash during preparations in 
Bermuda. Carpenter was enormously disappointed not to be able to take his 
place in SEALAB I, but if everything went according to plan, he might still get 
his chance to live and work in the sea during a future phase of SEALAB. 
Once everyone was safely inside SEALAB I, they all sounded like Donald 
Duck. This was because the SEALAB atmosphere was rich in helium -
anyone who has ever taken a breath from a party balloon and tried to talk has 
experienced the comical effect of helium on the vocal chords. At this depth 
of nearly 200 feet, having more helium than nitrogen in the mix was crucial 
for keeping the aquanauts sane and clear-headed, as on conventional dives. 
But would it be safe to breathe all that helium for, say, days? That was one of 
the many questions Bond and his team had considered, as best they could, 
in the lab. So along with all the other challenges, they'd have to contend 
with the garbling effect of helium on speech. Four-letter words were readily 
comprehensible, but for more involved discussions the aquanauts would 
sometimes write notes to each other. SEALAB was equipped with an intercom, 
but also with a device called an Electrowriter that transmitted facsimiles 
of hand-written messages to Bond, Mazzone and the others working on a 
support ship. This converted former Navy freight barge not only served as 
a floating mission control but fed the habitat with fresh water, power and 
breathing gas. In the future they hoped to make habitats more autonomous, 
able to sustain themselves for indefinite periods without any lines to the 
surface, but for now this was the state of the art. 
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Maintaining the artificial atmosphere inside the habitat was a prime concern 
_the gas mixture was about 79 percent helium, 17 percent nitrogen, 4 percent 
oxygen and less than .5 percent carbon dioxide, a significantly different recipe 
from the 79 percent nitrogen and 20 percent oxygen in ordinary air. Oxygen 
itself becomes toxic under pressure so it has to be reduced in the mix, and any 
significant deviations from the desired gas mix could prove unhealthy if not fatal. 
Once the aquanauts were fully saturated and acclimated, which took about a 
day, a swim to the surface for any reason was not an option. Long before they 
even reached the surface they'd die from a severe case of the bends, aptly if 
hauntingly known as explosive decompression. The sudden drop in pressure 
en route to the surface would cause a release of all the gases absorbed into the 
blood and tissues, the physiological equivalent of opening a shaken soda can . 
The American public, along with most of the world , was largely oblivious 
to the many risks involved with diving and sea dwelling. In stark contrast to the 
frequent headlines and news reports about the astronauts, little was being said 
or written about the aquanauts - and their sub-aquatic brand of The Right Stuff. 
Once settled into the steamy, helium-rich confines of SEALAB I, the four 
aquanauts could cook canned foods on the electric stovetop, but frying was 
verboten- too much risk of contaminating the internal atmosphere. For their 
dives they had several kinds of gear to choose from, the most advanced of 
which was a rebreather called the Mark VI, which recycled a lot of the diver's 
exhalations, thus affording longer dive times than ordinary scuba. But the gear 
had to be precisely set up and it could be finicky. The Mark VI looked something 
like scuba except that wedged between the twin tanks was a canister filled with 
a carbon-dioxide-absorbing chemical. Also part of the newfangled apparatus 
were infiatable breathing bags worn like a life vest. Once the Mark VI was set 
up, the diver would know approximately how long his gas supply would last, but 
that was about it. Approximately was an operative word, and in the absence 
of any warning systems a diver had to be on constant alert for possible signs 
of trouble -like overly labored breathing or lightheadedness. If you thought 
you were having a problem you couldn't tell anyone -there was no means of 
voice communication while in the water, only old-fashioned hand signals. In 
an emergency the only sure thing to do was to make a fast swim back to the 
habitat, the saturated divers' only safe haven. 
Early in the experiment, one of the aquanauts had to make that fast swim. 
Sanders Manning noticed that something didn't feel right with his Mark VI 
rebreather and he suddenly took off for the habitat. Aquanauts Bob Barth and 
Dr. Thompson were nearby but just figured he was just going back to reload a 
camera so he could continue filming the mini-submarine that had come down 
for a test dive. Lester Anderson hadn't felt well enough to dive that day so he 
was still inside the habitat. Manning got as far as the "shark cage" - a protective 
fencing designed to keep certain predators away from the area below the hatch. 
He started to climb up a ladder. Just a few rungs and he would be safely inside, 
where he could breathe again. Anderson heard a clanging noise and walked 
over to the open hatch to see what had caused it. He peered into the water-
and there was Manning, motionless on the seabed. If not for Anderson's quick 
th inking, Manning probably wouldn't have survived, and SEALAB itself might not 
have survived, either. There was still ample skepticism of the program, doubts 
about Dr. Bond and the whole concept of saturation diving, so a serious accident 
could have given critics just what they needed to pull the plug. 
Manning was not alone in experiencing a close call- no surprise, 
considering all the prototype gear and the variables that come with being 
underwater even on conventional dives. In fact part of the reason for choosing 
the Bermudan location was to minimize the hazards during this first trial. The 
water was fairly clear, so visibility was generally good. The seabed was relatively 
flat so they wouldn't have to worry about the effects of altering their saturation 
depth. The water was also reasonably warm, around 70 degrees Fahrenheit, so 
they didn't have to deal with the added complications that come with cold . By the 
end of the first of the three scheduled weeks, the SEALAB commanders were 
most concerned about what was happening above the waterline: a hurricane 
appeared to be headed their way. SEALAB I, being well below the surface, 
might be able to weather the storm, but probably not the Navy's support barge, 
and there was a risk of losing the water, power and gas lines connecting the ship 
to the habitat. So they decided to cut the experiment short. They had already 
collected a lot of the physiological data they were after, and the aquanauts had 
had ample time to demonstrate the benefits of diving from a sea-floor shelter. 
Another 10 days would have been nice, but they had already taken a major step 
in proving the viability and value of saturation diving . 
But before they could claim success, they had to complete the novel 
process of bringing the aquanauts safely back to the surface, in the same 
capsule that took them to the bottom. This time the hatch would be closed 
and sealed once the foursome was inside. The capsule was lifted out of the 
SEALAB I, freshly painted in a hue of international orange. 
The lab had to be built on a shoestring budget so its hull was 
fashioned from old floats from a salvage yard. 
Capt. Walter Mazzone, of 
the Navy's Medical Service 
Corps, was Capt. Bond's 
right-hand man from the 
very beginning of the 
SEALAB program. 
The author's book, SEALAB: Ame-
rica's Forgotten Quest to Live and 
Work on the Ocean Floor. 
Scott Carpenter, left, and George Bond, right, during 
SEALAB II operations off the Southern California coast in 
1965. The official insignia on Carpenter's sleeve was one 
sign of the program's growth. 
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water and placed on its side at the 
surface, so for the aquanauts it was 
like lying in a steel pup tent. They 
had to stay in there -improvising 
for bathroom needs and with meals 
passed in through a shoebox-sized 
airlock- until they completed nearly 
55 hours of decompression. That's 
a lot of hours by ordinary dive 
standards- and a long time to spend 
in a glorified oil drum. Nonetheless, 
for their trouble they'd been able to 
spend almost 11 days on the seabed, 
at a depth of nearly 200 feet, and 
could have stayed longer, if not for 
the threat of the storm. In the future 
they might also shave a few hours 
off their decompression time -this 
decompression, being the first of 
its kind, was intentionally slow and 
cautious, to err on the side of safety. 
Even so, decompression from a 
saturation dive was bound to be 
both a long and a somewhat delicate 
process, as they had learned in the 
lab, because it involved both easing 
the gas-saturated human body from 
higher pressure to lower pressure, 
and also the gradual remixing of 
their helium-rich, reduced-oxygen 
atmosphere until it once again 
matched the composition of ordinary 
air at sea level. 
No saturation divers had ever 
stayed down so deep for so long, 
and for that the SEALAB Four had 
achieved a genuine and remarkable 
first. Nonetheless, the successes of 
SEALAB I never made big headlines 
nor were their significance widely 
recorded in many journals or history 
books. (Even in a recent National 
Geographic issue celebrating the 
history of exploration, a detailed 
time line that included such milestones 
as William Beebe's bathysphere made 
no mention of SEALAB.) 
Despite a dearth of parties and 
14 
parades, the outcome of SEALAB I did 
give the Navy greater confidence that 
Dr. Bond was onto something . More 
money flowed into the young SEALAB 
program and by the following year a 
bigger, better habitat, with room for 10 
aquanauts at a time, called SEALAB 
II, was placed off the coast of San 
Diego with a more ambitious agenda 
of tests and dives. The SEALAB II 
habitat would be placed just a little 
deeper than its predecessor, about 
205 feet, but this time around they 
would experiment with making deeper 
dives from the base depth, and they 
would be contending with much 
colder, darker waters. Three teams 
of 10 divers, including a half-dozen 
marine scientists from the nearby 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, 
would each spend two weeks in 
SEALAB II to carry out experiments 
and to demonstrate the range of 
jobs a genuine sea dweller could get 
done. And Scott Carpenter, having 
healed from his motorbike injuries, 
would get his shot at living and 
working in the sea - and would find 
the experience to be far more grueling 
than his celebrated spaceflight, in part 
because he would attempt to stay 
down for an entire month, tapping into 
The Right Stuff that got him through 
his spacefiight, which was over in less 
than five hours. 
Further improvements were made 
for SEALAB Ill, an even larger habitat, 
which in the winter of 1969 was 
placed off the coast of Los Angeles 
at the daunting depth of 610 feet, a 
depth few divers had ever reached, 
even for just a few minutes. Now 
SEALAB Ill was set up to involve 
several aquanaut teams, as with 
SEALAB II , over the course of two 
months. It was beginning to look like 
this could be an undersea feat to 
match the impending Apollo 11 moon 
shot. But in the early hours of the 
operation, an experienced and well-
liked aquanaut died under mysterious 
circumstances. Instead of a record-
shattering undersea adventure, 
SEALAB Ill became the focus of a 
month-long Navy investigation into 
the technical difficulties, human error 
and even allegations of sabotage 
surrounding the fatal accident. 
The program languished for 
about a year before it was quietly 
cancelled , but not because of the 
kind of skepticism that hung over the 
first SEALAB. The Navy was sold 
on saturation diving, but instead of 
creating more undersea bases like 
SEALAB the Navy had devised top-
secret plans to deploy saturation 
divers from some of its submarines. 
It was the height of the Cold War and 
saturation diving became a valuable 
tool for high-stakes missions involving 
undersea espionage. Industry, too, 
had adopted saturation diving almost 
immediately. The timing was ideal 
because offshore oil operations 
were moving into deeper waters and 
divers were needed to work at greater 
depths for hours at a time. 
They still are. 
A motley variety of SEALAB-
inspired habitats designed for ocean 
research had also begun popping 
up in the U.S. and around the world 
- marine scientists were enthralled 
by the prospect of having greater 
access to the seabed. But funding and 
maintaining sea-floor bases primarily 
for science proved to be difficult and 
only one such habitat remains. It's 
called Aquarius- although when first 
built in the mid-1980s, they considered 
calling it the George F. Bond, in honor 
of the father of SEALAB. The Aquarius 
Reef Base has housed dozens of 
researchers over the years where it's 
situated at a depth of about 45 feet, 
Scott Carpenter stands near 
SEALAB I in 1964 before a 
motorbike accident kept him 
from joining the other four 
aquanauts at the prototype sea 
base, but he would return the 
following year for SEALAB II. 
over a seabed that's 60 feet deep 
and a few miles south of Key Largo, 
in the Florida Keys National Marine 
Sanctuary. 
As this issue of The Journal goes 
to press, Fabien Cousteau, Jacques' 
eldest grandson, has just wrapped up 
what he called "Mission 31 ," a 31-day 
stay at Aquarius, which was a day 
longer than his grandfather's team 
spent a half-century ago, dwelling at 
a depth of about 30 feet in the Red 
Sea. That duration also trumped 
Scott Carpenter's SEALAB II mission 
by about a day, although it's difficult 
to compare, considering the very 
different conditions in the balmy Keys 
at 60 feet and in the chilly Pacific 
at 200 feet, where, among other 
things, a helium-rich breathing gas is 
required . 
But what Fabien and his team did 
was really Jess about setting records 
than about drawing attention to the 
need to better understand and protect 
our oceans, a need often articulated 
by Jacques Cousteau himself. One 
way to enhance understanding, as 
Fabien Cousteau demonstrated, is by 
living and working on the seabed, as 
researchers have done at Aquarius 
going back two decades. Such 
aquanaut activities are a reminder that 
the legacy of SEALAB and saturation 
diving lives on. In scientific operations, 
and in military and especially 
commercial diving operations, you can 
still find signs of an aquatic strain of 
The Right Stuff .• 
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The Historical Diving Society presents Icorn Heritage Awards to 
Bob Barth and Dave Sullivan at USN Diving School in Panama City 
Barth and livan are 
dwarfed by ke, the 
monument to gradu-
ates of all US Navy 
diver training schools. 
Photo courtesy of Sid 
cken . 
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14 February, 2014, 1100 hours, 
U.S. Navy Diving and Salvage Training 
Center, Panama City, Florida. 
A large contingent of Navy personnel, 
retired Navy Divers, and family members 
assembled at the entrance to the US Navy's 
largest diver training facility to pay thei r 
respects to Bob Barth and Dave Sullivan 
as they received the 2013 HDS Nick Icorn 
Diving Heritage Award. Presentation of the 
award had been delayed until th is ceremony 
could be arranged so that the award could 
be received in front of Bob and Dave's 
colleagues, friends, and fami lies . 
Bob and Dave, both retired Navy Master 
Divers - Bob being the only Navy diver 
involved in all phases of the Navy's Genesis 
and SEALAB projects - led the crusade which 
raised $600,000 and culm inated in the Mark 
V Monument being placed in front of the 
Naval Diving and Salvage Training Center on 
October 26th, 2012. 
The monument is dedicated to all U.S. 
Military diver graduates, past, present and 
future of all of the U.S. Navy Diving Schools 
who go down in the sea to work. With the 
recent successful completion of its original 
mission, the Mark V Monument Project will 
now take on a new mission to generate 
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funds that will provide scholarship assistance to the children and 
grandchildren of U.S Military Divers . 
Nearly 100 people - military diving students, school staff, retired 
navy divers, friends, and fami ly attended the ceremony. The school's 
Executive Officer welcomed the attendees and introduced HDS 
President Sid Macken and Leslie Leaney, co-founder and publisher 
of The Journal of Diving History, to make the presentation. The 
actual presentation of the award, short and conducted with military 
precision, was followed by a casual gathering around the monument to 
congratulate the recipients. 
The diving and salvage training faci lity hosts students from all 
military branches and conducts training from basic underwater 
swimming up through Master Diver certification . 
After a break for lunch, Cdr. Hung Cao, the school commandant, 
took Sid and Leslie for a tour of the Navy's remarkable training facil ity, 
including the huge swimming pool, the hyperbaric facility, the repair 
shop, and the 40-foot deep training tank next door to the school and 
named in honor of Bob Barth . 
This tribute to graduates of the Navy's diver training schools was 
truly a monumental undertaking - pun intended . Bob Barth's and Dave 
Sullivan's efforts to gather support, solicit volunteers, and carry this 
project from concept to completion were vital to this endeavor. a. 
ve e 
v ing Heritage Award from Leslie Leaney. 
Photo by NDl Mariano Lorde. 
remonyat Navy Diving and vage 
Training Center, Panama City, FL, Feb. 
14th, 2014. Photo by NDl Mariano Lorde . 
L-R, Cdr. Hung Cao, Dave Su 
Bob Barth, and Leslie Leaney. 
Mariano Lorde . 
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The Draeger Model 1915 Diving Apparatus 
18 
Figure 1: Connection between helmet 
and regeneration apparatus. 51 pass-off 
of used oxygen; 52 inflow of fresh air; K 
connection for the telephone cable. 
Drager: T amher: Apparat, Mod eft '9'.5 
schfaud1los, freirraghar. 
Figure 2: Streamlined design between 
helmet, regeneration apparatus, and 
fitting connections. Connection of tele-
phone cable K, connective hoses 51 and 
52 underneath the protruding helmet 
dome. 
T he first marketable model of the Drager diving apparatus appeared at the beginning of 1912, garnering the attention of the international diving services community, which had kept a close eye on previous attempts at building oxygen diving 
apparatuses. 
The introduction of the Model1915 Drager diving apparatus 
caused manifold subjective difficulties, partially due to the fact that 
the urge to hold on to the known, and the distrust in the new, is 
nowhere more pronounced than in the diving profession. 
At the time the Drager apparatus was introduced, the French and 
British diving apparatuses, used for decades, had shown such a wide 
range of usability (as they do to this day) that changes and updates to 
the equipment were by many deemed unnecessary. 
At the same time, however, the increase in variety of the types of 
work conducted under water increasingly called for more freedom of 
movement for the diver, as well as a greater range of the device - two 
demands that extended even beyond the means of highly specialized 
divers. 
The first barrier to fulfilling these demands was the limited range 
of motion caused by the restrictions of the air supply hose of the then 
popular surface-supplied diving apparatuses. 
Secondly, logistics did not always allow for the set-up of oxygen 
pumps with increased capacity (and therefore of greater size) on 
diving barges and salvage vessels. 
In addition to the above demands, others surfaced soon thereafter: 
Reducing the number of workers necessary to operate the equipment, 
and increasing safety by entirely eliminating the air supply hose. 
As we have already mentioned, with the release of the first Drager 
diving designs, Dragerwerk's very own initiative led to the continuous 
development of its diving equipment, eventually resulting in the 
first successful attempt at diving with a hose-less diving apparatus 
in August of 1909. Here too Dragerwerk employed the same path 
that had previously led to the outstanding design of its gas diving 
apparatuses (oxygen rescue apparatuses): Supply the diver with 
oxygen regeneration equipment that is portable, independent from 
outside influences, able to automatically and uninterruptedly refresh 
the circulating air inside the diving apparatus, and able to remove the 
carbon dioxide exhaled by the diver. 
Testing of the developmental models of the new apparatus 
involved diving in rivers, the ocean, and under icecaps applying 
pressures of initially up to 2.5 atmospheres = 25 meters of water 
depth. Extensive testing, conducted over a span of three years, was 
carefully executed under continuous and painstaking analysis of the 
results-observed. 
Once it had become possible to not only present to the diving 
profession a hose-less, independent diving apparatus, but also fully 
guarantee the safety of its functioning, the apparatus was introduced 
with the following special features: 
• Without connection to shore or vessel, the diver is able to work 
under water for hours in case his usual cable connection, established 
for safety reasons, is interrupted or has to be severed. 
• Pumps and pump operators are entirely omitted (compare 
example and counter-example shown in Figure 7). 
• The diver is independent from pumps and pump operators due 
to his carrying his own air supply. 
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• Eliminates the danger of cable twisting, 
bending, or ripping. 
Once additional independent testing work 
projects had established the operational safety 
and economic efficiency of the apparatus, the 
way for its distribution was paved. 
Aside from its use in nautical services, 
the new apparatus primarily garnered 
acceptance in the areas of hydraulic and civil 
engineering, shipbuilding, and research. For 
harbor blasting operations (Helsinki) the 
use of the hose-less Drager diving apparatus 
(exemplified by 15 utilized units) led to the 
adoption of new time-and-effort saving work 
methods that would have been impossible 
with the use of surface-supply diving 
equipment. 
Just as German technology showed overall 
unprecedented and fruitful growth during 
the war, specific demands led us to develop 
a series of important improvements to the 
Drager diving apparatus Model1912 as well. 
The new Model1915 distinguishes itself 
from its predecessors as follows: 
1. Connectivity hoses SI and 52, as well 
as telephone cable K are fed, without 
protrusions, in to the helmet below a 
protective projection of the helmet dome 
(Figures 1, 2, 4). 
2. The windows of the helmet are lower 
and made of indestructible "Zellid" glass. 
3. The helmet's locking system utilizes a 
two-bolt flange. 
4. Chest weights are connected from within 
the helmet. 
5. Telephone cable K is secured as a girth 
with the use of a hemp rope. 
6. The depth manometer is equipped with 
an illuminated dial. 
7. The tanks of front weight C3 are 
interchangeable. 
8. The rebreather backpack consists solely 
of the oxygen tanks and the cartridge holder, 
the latter also holding the circulation fitting. 
9. Weight distribution was improved 
with the change to light shoes and posterior 
weights (Figure 3, 4), creating advantages 
such as increased ease of walking on the 
bottom of the sea bed, improved stance when 
working in currents, ability to sit (Figure 7), 
convenient diving in close vicinity to the 
ship's bottom, etc. without the need for the 
back weight, and an easy to eject back weight. 
10. Carabiners on the rebreather backpack 
and the front weight. 
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The Draeger Model 1915 Diving Apparatus 
Drager= Taucher=Apparat, ModeH t915 
smlaumlos, freitragbar. 
D. R. P. und Am. ld.ndsputcntc . 
Figure 3 & 4: Front and back views 
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Figure 5: General schematics of the Drager diving 
apparatus. 
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The Draeger Model 1915 Diving Apparatus 
Figure 6: Cable drum of the Drager 
diving apparatus with telephone. 
Top view. 
Figure 7 
Left panel: With surface-supply 
hose. 7 men: 1 diver, 2 signal-
men, and 4 pump operators. 
Right panel: Without surfa-
ce-supply hose! (Drager) 
2 men : 1 diver and 1 signalman 
(with telephone!). 
11. Speaker telephone with amplification units. 
The improvements noted under items 1, 8, 9, 
and 11 are of special importance. The equipment's 
line flow between helmet and rebreather backpack 
connectors was streamlined, making the twisting 
of the hoses nearly impossible- and especially 
so because all of the parts that could potentially 
contribute to twisting are now encased in the 
smooth-surfaced cartridge holder. 
The air circulation mechanism did not 
undergo significant changes. Inside the rebreather 
backpack, air exhaled into the helmet is cleansed 
of carbon dioxide, enriched with oxygen, and 
returned to the front of the diver's nose. 
Circulation occurs as follows (Figure 5): 
With the use of the circulation nozzle (injector), 
breathable air, driven through condensed oxygen 
in the steel cylinders C1 or C2, is sucked out of 
the helmet via hose S1 (U in Figure 5). The air is 
subsequently funneled into the cartridge holder, 
and reaches the inside of the potassium cartridge 
P from above. Inside the cartridge, the exhaled air 
passes over a number of trays densely lined with 
potassium and sodium hydrate pellets. The air 
paths on the inside of the cartridge are arranged 
in such a fashion that all exhaled air must 
inevitably come into contact with all layers of the 
chemicals present. The exhaled air is cleansed of 
all types of secretions occurring during exhalation 
(carbon dioxide, water vapor, fatty acids, etc.) and 
subsequently returned to the helmet by blasting it 
through hose 51 (U in Figure 5). As a result of the 
absorption process, the chemical layers decompose 
into carbon dioxide compounds and the cartridge 
warms up. 
In addition to the potassium cartridge, the 
cartridge holder encases the pressure-reduction 
valve, pressure gauge, and the injector. When 
exchanging cartridges, a simple locking 
mechanism allows for the convenient opening of 
the cartridge holder without the need for keys. 
A protective cover for the back apparatus is no 
longer necessary. 
The telephone connection between diver and 
signalman has been thoroughly studied for the 
Drager diving apparatus Model1915, and the 
diving apparatus was subsequently equipped 
with a loudspeaker telephone. This provides the 
advantage of the signalman no longer having to 
be on listening duty at all times. Instead, he can 
put down the receiver and mouthpiece and still 
hear the diver's incoming call, as well as clearly 
understand his telephonic messages. 
The cable drum and the battery cell box are 
combined into a single piece of equipment made 
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of oak wood (Figure 6). The battery cell box contains 
eight dry cells, six of which are usually used, while 
the remaining two cells function as spares. The two 
spare elements are connected to the first group of 6 
cells via the cell circuit to ensure the steady working 
of the telephone connection over extended periods 
of time. As shown in the illustration in Figure 6, 
replacing cells does not present any difficulties. 
On several occasions we emphasized that the 
diver's breathing noise can be monitored via the 
telephone; as a result, the diving telephone has been 
proven to be a valuable safety factor. During salvage 
operations and hydraulic engineering projects, the 
telephone is often of vital economic importance as it 
allows for work to be conducted without repeated 
recalling of the diver to the surface in order to achieve 
effective communication. 
For diving apparatuses for depths of up to 20 
meters the cable drum is equipped with 40 meters 
of cable. Diving apparatuses for 40-80 meters are 
equipped with cables of 60 to 120 meters of length. 
The cable smoothly unwinds from the cable drum and 
is rolled up with the use of a crank. 
We can confidently state that Drager Diving 
Apparatus Model1915 will prove to be as reliable as 
the already-introduced Model1912, and especially so 
when it comes to important work projects involving 
divers. Due to the newly implemented changes in 
weight distribution, Model1915 will make easier all 
movements of the diver to an even greater degree and 
thus provide him with an improved ability to work 
without having to increase the use of his body. 
For deep-diving operations and diving work 
in murky water, or at night, the apparatus can be 
equipped with lights. The Drager diving lights 
are fueled by dry cells supplying 5 hours of 
uninterrupted white light. The maintenance of the 
lights, in comparison with accumulator lamps, is 
extremely uncomplicated. 
Three types of lamps are currently being 
manufactured: Drager Diver Portable Lamp, in red 
brass for sea water (4 kg) and in aluminum for fresh 
water (2 kg); Drager Diving Lamp, in red brass for 
sea water (12kg), in aluminum for fresh water, and 
for shallow depths (8 kg); Drager Chest Lamp, for 
hose-less Drager diving apparatuses only, in red 
brass (15 kg). t-
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The Draeger Modeh9r5 Diving Apparatus 
Figure 8: Leading the work of a 
Drager diver from aboard a jolly boat. 
Diver and signalman are connected 
via the telephone. 
Figure 9: Diver with hose-less, fully portable Drager diving appa-
ratus, working on salvaging pieces of posts, which were part of a 
prOVISIOnal bridge (courtesy of the Hydraulic Engineering Depart-
ment of the Building Department in Lubeck). 
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THE SUBMARINE LENS 
ore on the ROLLEimarin 
R.QLLEI!fl/lfi!u #5t2 
By Sid Macken 
Our good friend Franz Rothbrust, President of HDS Germany, 
continues his research into ROLLEimarin 
underwater camera housings. He and his 
European counterparts restored the final 
pre-production prototype ROLLEimarin 
housing (see Old 504, Submarine Lens, 
JoDH #71, Spring 2012). 
This small band of intrepid 
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ROLLEimarin collectors seek out not 
only the housings and accessories but 
also the story behind this marvellous 
camera system. Between them, they have 
discovered Old 504, 511 and 512, and 
516, which is one of the first four to go to 
Sweden. All of these housings were sold in 
1954, the year the ROLLEimarin housing 
was introduced. 
The Journal of Diving History 
(Left) Rolleirnarin #512 in the 
hands of Isabella Hiller. Photos 
courtesy Franz Rothbrust, unless 
otherwise noted . 
(Opposite Page) Translation: 
Rolleimarin-Statistic, 
January 31'' 1955 
Sold number of units from 
February 26'h 1954 to January 31'' 
1955 : 196 
Total value (excl. accessories) DM 
80. 988, 67 
Stock: 28 
Lent out cameras and other 
stocks in Germany: 8 
Total production until January 31'' 
1955 : 232 
The January production was not 
delivered until January 31''. 
Not delivered orders: USA 
(Brooks): 11 
The most important sales 
territories up to now: 
USA (66) 
Venezuela (15) 
Mexico (10) 
Switzerland (10) 
Brazil (9) 
Italy (7) 
Australia (5) 
Sweden (4) 
The Netherlands ( 4) 
Belgium (4) 
Hong kong ( 4) 
Inland (Germany) (12) 
23 
Rolleimarin-Statistik 
per 31.1.1955 
:. 
Verkaufte Sttickzahl vom 26.2.54. bis 31.1.55. 
Gesamtwert (ohne Zubehor) DM 80.988,67 
Lagerbestand per 31.1.55. -
leihweise abgegeben bezw. auf deutschen Lagern 
Gesamtprodukti on per 31.1.55. 232 
Die Januarquote war per 31.1. vom Betrieb noch nicht ausgelieferz. 
Noch nicht ausgelieferte Festauftrage; USA (Brooks) 
Die bisher wichtigsten Absatzgebiete; 
USA (66) 
Venezuela (15) 
Mexico (10) 
Schweiz (10) 
Brasilien (9) 
I ta lien (7) 
Australien (5) 
Schweden (4) 
Holland (4) 
Belgien (4) 
Hongkong (4 ) 
I nland 
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Franz now brings us the story of Rollei housing 
#512 which, along with #511, was one of the first 
to be sold in the US. Franz is asking our help in 
uncovering more of their history. The following is 
from correspondence with Franz. 
"During a weekend trip to Barcelona in fall 
2013 I received a ROLLEimarin II with series 
number # 512 from Dr. Andres Clar6s (HDS 
Spain). He had purchased the housing through 
Ebay USA. It was found in a vintage camera sale 
in San Francisco according to the seller. 
"The camera inside, a Rolleiflex 3, 5 "B", is not 
the original one. It is from Stephen Taylor (HDS 
SEAP) who had purchased it during his time as 
a police officer in the United States. The view 
finder was missing but my friend John Wild from 
England had found one in Ebay USA. So housing 
and camera are all "American" again. The strobe is 
from my own stock. The only part still missing is 
an original neck strap. 
"I would like to find out something about the 
owners or history of ROLLEimarins #511 and 
#512. They were made in Germany 60 years ago 
(1954) and sold "over seas" since both have a 
foot scale focus control knob. The series numbers 
began in 1954 with #505, housings #511 and 
#512 were two of the very first delivered to the 
British hotelier John Wild trying 
to strike a similar pose with 
Rolleimarin #511. Courtesy 
John Wild. 
25 
Rolleimarin #512, the subject of 
Franz's hunt for information. 
26 
United States. There were not many under water 
photographers at that time and they must have 
been professionals; ROLLEimarins were quite 
expensive at that time." 
Although no ROLLEimarin housings were sold 
in the United Kingdom in 1954, Franz's colleague 
and Rollei collector, John Wild, has another 
thought on the possible origin of #511 which he 
found in England, "The scale is in feet, but it may 
have been sold to the UK, but not in the UK by 
the importer. For sometime after the war German 
imports were forbidden to the UK but there were 
'grey imports.' Individual people would go to 
Germany, buy Rollei and Leica cameras and then 
bring them over and sell them. It may also have 
been used as a sample for a dealer in UK or US 
being such a low number, as possibly was yours." 
This possibility simply adds to the intrigue of 
these housings. 
Franz continues with his request to our 
readers, ''I'm keeping my fingers crossed; maybe 
someone has a picture showing these cameras or 
knows something about the former owner Is. It 
would be a big coincidence but I really hope to 
find out more about these two wonderful under 
water cameras." 
*Franz and his friendly group of collectors have 
unofficially adopted the spelling of ROLLEimarin 
with Rollei capitalised since it is how the name 
appears on the bezel surrounding the lens port. • 
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The U.S.N. Mark XII 
Part 1 by Leslie Leaney 
The reproduced sections on U.S.N. Experimental Diving Unit equipment from Faceplate 
magazine that we ran in issues 77 and 78 drew some very positive comments from 
members. Faceplate had a very limited circulation inside the U.S.N. diving community 
and would probably have seen little, if any, circulation in the civilian industry. It would 
certainly be difficult to find for any overseas HDS members researching equipment. 
With this in mind, I went back into the library to see what had been published in the 
magazine regarding one of the largest changes to U.S.N. diving equ ipment in the last 
century. 
By the mid 1970s the famed U.S.N. Mark V system was into its sixth decade of service 
and would shortly be replaced with the lighter weight Mark XII system. The U.S.N. 
Mark V had earned its rightful place in history and it can now be found in museums and 
collections around the world. Several HDS members maintain 
complete Mark V rigs and dive them recreationally, and thus 
keep the trad ition of the traditional deep sea diver and his 
copper and brass helmet alive. The U.S.N. Mark XII had a 
much shorter career as the primary navy diving helmet, but 
it too has earned a following, particularly in some European 
countries. Whereas the Mark V was manufactured by four 
different companies, the Mark XII was manufactured solely 
by Morse Diving Equipment of Boston, Massachusetts, who 
still manufacture the helmet today. 
I do not have access to a complete set of Faceplate 
magazines, but the following is the first reference I can find 
in the issues here. Titled New Hard Hat On The Way and 
written by W.A. Danesi, it is three pages long and appears 
in the Fall, 1972, issue of Faceplate. In researching th is 
material I came across a correction in the Summer, 1970, 
/r----;;::::---~ Correction 
On page 1 3 of the S . 
FACEPLATE . PT111g issue of 
scribed .' the rllustration d 
as a SJde vie e-
HeHum-ox w of the DEsco 
. Ygen Helmet . . 
srde view of a Kirb - Is, 111 fact, a 
Oxygen Hel y Morgan Helium 
met. The DE -
met is shown b 1 sco hel-
e ow -Ed. 
issue regarding the DESCO Helium Oxygen Helmet that appeared 
in the E.D.U. article. I had already noted this correction in my article but the Faceplate 
Editor-in-Chief, LCDR William I. Milwee, deserves recognition for catching the error 
and correcting it 44 years ago. He also deserves all of our gratitude for donating a 
considerable library of Faceplate magazines to the HDS several years ago during the 
Society's formative years, from which this information is taken. 
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NEW HARD HAT 
ON THE WAY 
The Navy hard hat diver has truly been the forgotten 
man in the diving community. He has accomplished 
incredible tasks with equipment that has not been 
substantially changed since its introduction in the mid 
1800's. 
While existing equipment usually performs in an ade-
quately safe manner, there is considerable room for 
improvement. The Office of the Supervisor of Diving is 
sponsoring a development program to improve the 
equipment available for the hard hat diver. 
The initial phase of the program consisted of an 
extensive survey of available equipment and the recom-
mendation of improvements. As a result of this, the 
fo llowing design changes were suggested : 
-lightweight helmet 
-improved recirculation 
-acoustic noise reduction 
-self-donning 
-positive reserve gas 
-linear controls 
-combined air or mixed gas capability 
-improved weight matrices 
-materials 
-integrated dress 
With these improvements in mind , a prototype hard hat 
diving system was completed, designed to be compatible 
with all types of swim dress. This system consists of an 
undergarment for thermal protection with a lightweight 
comfort breastplate worn directly over it. This comfort 
breastplate is used primarily to distribute the jacking 
loads of the helmet comfortably over the diver's 
shoulders. A dry suit worn over these two items has a 
special metal neck ring attached to the suit by a clamp. 
The neck ring rests on the comfort breastplate but is not 
attached to it. The suit neck ring has a breechlock 
mechanism that mates with the helmet breech ring 
wh ich is bonded to the helmet. Worn over all these items 
is a lightweight polypropylene fabric overgarment which 
serves as chaffing gear, and as a means of distributing 
jacking loads. It also incorporates weight pockets. 
by 
W.A. Danesi 
The overgarment has a special webbing arrangement 
sewn into it to distribute the jacking loads. Weight 
pockets attached at the diver's thighs allow reduction of 
the weight at the diver's feet. This reduction allows use 
of lightweight rubber boots with weighted insoles which 
will improve the diver's mobility. The harnessing over the 
diver's shoulders and above the waist weight pockets of 
the overgarment is a separate harness for attaching the 
scrubber recirculator system. 
The scrubber/recirculator system with an attached bail-
out or emergency gas supply is attached at the rear. The 
helmet is made of fiberglass with two Lexan view ports. 
The rear of the helmet incorporates a horizontal shelf 
for attachment of all the gas lines, air or mixed gas, plus 
the communications lines. The final system will prob-
ably in.corporate a lightweight plastic cover and shroud 
over the scrubber recirculator to prevent fouling. 
The most significant design improvements for the 
advanced system are in the helmet and recirculator. The 
critical requirements in the helmet were to lower the 
noise level and to improve circulation characteristics. 
The helmet uses two gas flow systems, one for air or 
open cycle conditions at shallow operation depths, and a 
separat~ mixed gas or recirculator system for deeper 
missions. When operating open cycle the gas flows from 
the inlet fitting to the control valve in a tube along the 
inner wall of the helmet. An expansion chamber filter 
provides muffling and acoustic deadening of the gas flow 
noise. A sintered metal filter reduces inlet air noise and a 
muffler uniformly distributes gas flow across the view 
port for prevention of fogging. In addition, a removable 
acoustic foam liner attached to the inner surface of the 
helmet is used to further lower noise levels. With the 
recirculator or mixed gas flow pattern, gas is gradually 
expanded in a duct after it enters the helmet. The gas 
flows uniformly across the view port and enters the exit 
duct. As this gas is drawn from the helmet it passes 
through a venturi which aspirates gas from the perfo-
rated tube in the bottom of the helmet. Thus, high level 
carbon dioxide mixtures which might accumulate near 
the neck ring are swept out into the scrubber. 
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The recirculator design involves better recirculation 
ratios, more efficient carbon dioxide removal, longer 
duration and efficient operation over wide temperature 
extremes. The scrubber/recirculator consists of a scrub-
ber to remove carbon dioxide and a recirculating valve, 
an emergency gas bottle, a "k" valve, and gas ejector. 
The scrubber utilizes Kydex material for the main body 
and has built in inlet passages, support saddles for the 
bailout bottle, and gas ejector plenum made of the same 
material. The cover is made from stainless steel and has 
four fill ports. The cover need only be removed to 
thoroughly clean the filters and case. Filling is normally 
accomplished through the four ports. 
The scrubber is of a rectangular construction with a 
double pass gas flow through separate chambers, an 
upper and lower chamber. This concept allows pre-dive 
filling of half loads for short duration dives. 
The system can operate under a number of flow 
conditions. In the normal recirculator mode for mixed 
gas, the umbilical gas supply comes into the recirculator 
valve through a check valve and into the gas ejector, 
mixes with the recirculated gas, and flows up to the 
helmet, through the helmet inlet duct, across the view 
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port, out the helmet exhaust duct, and back through the 
scrubber. Should a malfunction occur in the ejector, the 
diver can change to open cycle operation by opening the 
helmet gas control valve. In the event the gas supply is 
interrupted, the diver can open his bailout bottle valve 
and continue operation in the normal redrculator mode. 
In the event the scrubber should be flooded and the 
surface supply is interrupted, he can go to an emergency 
open cycle mode. 
The components making up the recirculator (ejector, 
scrubber, control valve) and the helmet (inlet control, 
noise muffling system, exhaust valve, gas distribution 
system, non-return valve) were individually tested. Grad-
ually each part was assembled and the combined 
subassemblies tested. The assembled helmet and recircu-
lator were each tested, and finally the helmet/ 
recirculator was tested as a system. 
A technical evaluation by the Navy Experimental Diving 
Unit is currently underway and is scheduled to be com-
pleted by 15 Dec 1972. The TECHEVAL calls for 330 
man-dives ranging from shallow depths to 300' in water 
conditions ranging from excellent visibility on hard sand 
bottom to no visibility in six feet of mud. Water tern-
BAILOUT 
BOTTLE ,l:=======l 
I - -
1 - - - ---I 
--- - -- "' ' 1 SCRUBBER ) 
- - ----- "' 
GAS 
INLET 
VALVE 
"K" RECIRC 
VALVE VAtvE 
Normal Recirculator Mode 
:peratures will range from 290 (F) to 80° {F) during the 
TECHEVAL and at least 100 of the man-dives will be 
conducted from an ASR in the open sea. 
OPEVAL is scheduled to begin in April, 1973, and it is 
hoped that production units will be introduced to the 
fleet sometime in late 1973 or early 1974. ! 
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HDS and DEMA Celebrate 
70 Years of Scuba 
By Ed LaRochelle 
1. DEMA celebrates 70 years of 
SCUBA with displays. 
2. 1823 drawing of Charles Deane's 
patented smoke helmet 
3. 1933, Founders of the Bottom 
Scratchers San Diego, Ca. 
4 . 1933, Louis de Corlieu files first 
swim fin patent in Europe. 
5. 1933, Commandant LePrieur with 
his underwater breathing apparatus. 
6. 1943, Cousteau test dives the 
prototype CG-43 in Marne River, 
France. 
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Each year the Diving Equipment Marketing Association (DEMA), along with the Historical Diving Society (HDS), develop 
displays for recognizing and remembering the 
people, inventions, and discoveries associated 
with the undersea world. 
The 2013 displays at the DEMA show held in 
Orlando, Florida, this past November celebrated 
years ending with a 3. Here are just some of the 
more notable events that were displayed at the 
DEMAshow. 
• In 1823 Charles and John Deane of England 
patent their smoke helmet, which is later 
converted to a diving helmet. 
• In 1893 Louis Boutan began the first 
systematic studies of underwater photography 
which culminate in the publication of 1900, La 
Photographie Sous Marine Et Les Progres De La 
Photographie. Based on his work, Boutan became 
known as the father of underwater photography 
and would be an inspiration to generations of 
underwater photographers. 
• During 1933 several significant event took 
place: 
The Bottom Scratchers, of San Diego, 
California, were founded by Ben Stone, Jack 
Prodavovich and Glen Orr. It is the oldest known 
skindiving club in the USA. 
A Frenchman by the name of Louis de Corlieu 
filed the first patent for swim fins in France, and 
was granted a USA patent in 1937. 
Another Frenchman, Commandant LePrieur, 
successfully completed his design of an 
underwater breathing apparatus. It was built 
on the principle of continuous air flow into a 
full-face mask by means of a pressure reducing 
regulator attached to a compressed air cylinder. 
1943 - MODERN SCUBA IS BORN 
In 1943 Cousteau and Frederic Dumas 
produced their first underwater film, Par Dix-
Huit Metres de Fond (Eighteen Meters Down). 
1943 Jacques Cousteau and Emile Gagnan 
completed the design of their model CG-43 
(SCAPHANDRE AUTONOME) regulator. After 
successful test dives, the regulator went into full 
production as model CG-45 (Cousteau / Gagnan 
1945).The Aqua-Lung was thus born and it 
revolutionized the diving world. 
Naval Combat Demolition Units (later known 
as UDT, Underwater Demolition Team), were 
formed and training began in late 1943 at Ft. 
Pierce. UDT Frogmen reports of coral reef heads 
and obstacles for landing craft on the Pacific 
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7. 1953, Cousteau publis-
hes The Silent World . 
8. 1953, Eugenie Clark's 
Lady with a Spear is 
published. 
9. 1890s, Louis Boutan & 
his underwater camera. 
10. 1953, Jerry Greenberg 
began designing and 
manufacturing underwater 
camera housings. 
11. 1953, Underwater 
Demolition teams were 
born. 
12. 1953, Rolex introduces 
Submariner dive watch. 
13. 1953, Rene Sports 
of California becomes 
US Divers Co .. 
The Rolex Submariner 
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Island of Tarawa proved invaluable, 
and from that point foreword UDT 
divers became a major player in the 
successes in the war of the Pacific 
against Japan. 
1953- AN EXCITING TIME 
The 1950s was an exciting time 
in the USA for both the young 
SCUBA diving industry and the 
sports minded public. New startup 
SCUBA manufacturers, retail stores, 
dive clubs and club magazines 
appeared, and Hollywood enjoyed 
having SCUBA diving in their 
adventure films. 
The following timeline of events 
for 1953 will give you some idea on 
how SCUBA rapidly advanced. 
• Rene Bussoz, owner of Rene 
Sports California, changed his 
company name to U.S. Divers. This 
was the start of the world famous 
company. Today the company is 
known as AQUA-LUNG. 
• The 1953 book The Silent 
World, written by Jacques Cousteau 
and Fredric Dumas, and assisted 
by James Dugan, became an 
instant success. National Geographic 
Magazine assisted with many of the 
color photos placed in the book. A 
documentary film, The Silent World, 
aired in movie theatres in 1956. 
• Eugenie Clark published 
Lady with a Spear. It was a personal 
memoir by a young scientist who 
found delight and adventure 
exploring the tropical waters of the 
oceans in search of rare and bizarre 
fish. It became a Book of the Month 
Club selection and was translated 
into eight languages plus Braille. 
The popular book gave women 
divers a role model of their own. 
• In 1953 the Rolex Watch 
Company introduced the 
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Submariner. Without a doubt Rolex 
company worked with Jacques Cousteau 
during the late 1940s and early 50s to 
get input on what a diver needs to see 
and have for a meaningful dive watch. 
Cousteau would get prototypes and test 
dive them, and later critique the good and 
bad about it. The French Navy would be 
among the first to issue Rolex Submariner 
watches to their divers. The US Navy UDT 
would begin using Rolex Submariners 
during the latter part of the Korean war. 
• 1953: The Meistrell brothers join Bev 
Morgan as partners in his Dive - N - Surf 
shop. The brothers would later become sole 
owners of the shop and eventually develop 
the Body Glove wet suit brand. 
• Photographer Jerry Greenberg started 
his own company, Seahawk Products, 
manufacturing aluminum housings for 
Leica, Con tax, and Argus cameras. The 
Mark II became a big hit for his company. 
Jerry had photo stories published in 
many magazines, including Argosy, 
Sports Illustrated, Outdoor Life, and Modern 
Photography. 
• The July 1953 issue of Popular Science 
magazine gave directions on how to make 
your own SCUBA equipment using surplus 
military parts, and opened the flood gates 
to lots of newcomers wanting to have their 
own diving apparatus. 
1963- COUSTEAU'S CONSHELF 
In the 1960s we watched TV specials 
and began to get better educated about the 
oceans and marine life. The demographics 
of divers in the US were also changing, 
with a large increase of women entering 
the SCUBA world. The increased interest 
in photography over spearfishing brought 
into existence many more equipment 
manufacturers. 
• In June of 1963 the Cousteau team 
placed the Conshelf II underwater habitats 
into the warm waters off the Red Sea. This 
experimental project involved building 
four large steel structures underwater. 
There was the main dwelling, a garage 
for the Diving Saucer submersible, and a 
shed for storing tools and the submarine 
scooters. The fourth structure, called Deep 
Cabin, was secured at a depth of 82 feet. 
Eight Cousteau aquanauts lived in these 
habitats for a period of one month. The 
larger habitat housed six divers at 33 ft 
(10m), while the second structure was used 
by two divers at 82 ft. (25m). Conshelf 
II followed the pioneering Conshelf I, 
launched in 1962, that successfully housed 
two divers at 33 ft (10m) for seven days. 
In 1964 Cousteau directed a documentary 
called World Without Sun, covering the 
events of the Conshelf II. 
• In 1963 Nikon marketed an improved 
version of the Calypso camera and named 
it the Nikonos. 
• SCUBAPRO introduced their first 
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POPUlAR 
SCIENCE 
14. 1963, Cousteau team secure 
Conshelf II underwater habitats in 
Red Sea. 
15. 1953, Popular Science magazine 
blueprints the making of SCUBA unit . 
16. 1963, Nikon introduces the 
Nikonos camera. 
17. 2003, Freediver Tanya Streeter 
smashes world records. 
18. 1963, ScubaPro Co. introduces 
their first catalog. 
19. 1983, Orca Industries introduces 
the ORCA EDGE dive computer. 
35 
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catalog. Equipment importer and 
distributor Gustav Dalla Valle and 
his partner, former Navy diver and 
dive equipment retailer Dick Bonin, 
formed this diving equipment 
manufacturing company, which is 
now celebrating its 50th anniversary. 
1983 
Orca Industries marketed the 
first successful American electronic 
dive computer called Orca Edge for 
recreational divers. The computer 
was developed by co-inventors Craig 
Barshinger and Carl Huggins. 
2003 
In July of 2003, Tanya Streeter, 
a world champion freediver, broke 
both the men's and women's variable 
ballast freediving world records. 
She descended 400 feet (122m) to 
capture the variable ballast record 
and become the first person to ever 
break all four deep freediving world 
records. 
DEMA DISPLAYS 
All of this information, with 
photos and more, was placed on 
large story boards front and center 
at the DEMA show. Along with the 
story boards were several equipment 
displays celebrating the 1940s, 50s, 
and 60s. 
The first display for the 1940s was 
celebrating the birth of the US Navy 
UDT Frogmen 1943. The showcase 
alongside the mannequin was filled 
with equipment used by the frogmen, 
plus additional photographs and 
literature. 
Our second display for the 1950s 
was a mannequin dressed in a dry 
suit and other equipment available 
in 1953. The showcase alongside was 
filled with equipment, photos and 
literature celebrating the 1950s. 
Our third display mannequin 
celebrated TV show, Sea Hunt, 
featuring diver Mike Nelson, played 
by Lloyd Bridges. Airing in the late 
1950s and into the 1960s, this show 
20. The 1943 UDT frogman swimmer had a huge influence on the divers 
display at DEMA. and future divers of the 60s. The 
showcase alongside was filled with 
21. Showcase of UDT artifacts. 
22. The 1953 Sport Diver display. 
23. Sea Hunt display. 
equipment available in 1963. 
The annual four-day DEMA trade 
show provides an opportunity for 
manufacturers to display their goods 
and services, and for people from all 
over the world who are in the diving 
industry in one form or another to 
24 . Showcase of early 1950s Sport meet and do business. The display 
Diver artifacts. celebrating 70 years of SCUBA was 
25. Showcase of 1963 Sport Diver 
artifacts . 
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well-received and attracted lots of 
attention. a. 
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RARE & DISTINCTIVE 
VINTAGE DIVE GEAR 
JOEL HARRY JACO BS. ILC, DBA LAND AJ'..'D SEA COLLECTION 
RECENTLY SOLD 
Near Flawless Savoie Stainless Air Helmet! 
With new replacement lens and headliner set 
This outstanding, stainless, Joe Savoie helmet was purchased new in 1974 
and used commercially for 15 years. It went into storage and came on the 
market this January. It is representative of the scarce, high quality, top grade 
vintage helmets and dive gear we offer. When we find them, they sell fast. 
If you want to be in the inner circle when we announce these finds, join our 
exclusive mailing list. Just click on the Mailing List icon on our website. 
Join Our Mailing List 
BUY, SELL, CONSIGN 
landandseacollection.com!id187.html 
Joel Jacobs at Land And Sea Collect1on spec1al1zes 1n 
buying and selling hard to find quality vintage dive helmets. 
Email JoelhJacobs@bellsouth.net or call 561-339-3383 
Palm City . FL 34990 
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iJER. CROSS FILES ~ 
Science and Mechanics 
Juf13b1 
As the popularity of recreational diving 
started to grow during the 1950's and 
1960's the nation's Do-lt-Yourself 
magazines started to publish articles 
on how to make equipment for diving. 
Plans and step-by-step instructions 
for building submersibles, camera 
housings and scooters all appeared, 
and were sometimes the article 
that was featured on the cover. 
The issue we show here is one of 
those Cover Stories that depicts 
a scuba diver, clad in a yellow 
wet suit and two hose regulator, 
being towed by his homemade 
SCUBA SCOOTER. The seven-
page article was authored by 
Ron Domkowski, and featured 
several diagrams and photos to 
assist in the construction. There 
are also several other diving 
related items in this issue and 
some are shown here. Aqua-
Lung's $8.95 Surf-Lung gets a 
mention in the article The Latest 
in Backyard Pools and there 
are some period advertisements for diving equipment 
and suppliers. Perhaps the most interesting diving item is found in the section Parade of New 
Patents, which features Elbow Fins, patented by Charles Rabin, of Metarie, LA. If anyone has 
any further information on this unusual piece of equipment we would very much like to hear 
about it. We hope you enjoy this diving flashback to the 1960s. 
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HERE IS THE ALL NEW FIBERGLASS TOTE· SUB. 
YOU'LL MARVEL AT A WORLD OF AQUATIC EXCITE· 
MENT. CAN BE USED WITHOUT DIVING GEAR. 
ALL YOU NEED IS A BOAT TO lOW YOU - ANY 
BOAt THAT CAN MOVE AT 3 MPH. NO RESISTANCE 
OF WATER AGAINST YOUR FACE OR BODY. 
Send $1.00 for giant 
cloth skin diver patch and 
receive FREE our 1961 catalog 
containing hundreds of skin 
and SCUBA diving items. 
Use handy coupon TODAY. 
SEACRAFT INDUSTRIES 
Wilmington, Mass. Dept. SM 
Name--------------------
Address---------
City State----
DEALERjJOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED 
Elbow Fins for skin divers ore intended to help propel you 
through the water even foster, yet leave your hands free. 
The fins spread onfy when you bend your arms. Swimming, 
you hold your hands in essentially the some position , but 
move your elbows in and out so the fin s move in o fishtail 
fashion. Potent No. 2,947,010. Charles Rabin, Metaire, La. 
EVERYTHING in SPORT DIVING SUPPLIES 
Get all your needs from one source 
Featuring these world-wide known bronds 
• AQUALA • HEALTHWAYS 
• BURGESS • SPORTSWAYS 
• CRESSI • SWIMASTER 
• DACOR • U.S. DIVERS 
• ETC. 
COMPLETE COURSES GIVEN IN BOTH 
SKIN and SCUBA DIVING 
write for complete details 
Send TODAY for cataiOI 
Only 25C (Refundable first order) 
3917 N. Ashland Ave., Dept. 15 
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Custom Shallow Water Diving Helmet Photograph 
By Gary Pilecki 
All photos ©2013 G. Pilecki. All rights reserved. 
This historic diver photograph is a press photo dated July 13, 1934. The photograph measures 
8 X 10 inches. Written in pencil on the 
reverse of the photograph are two 
names: Marshall Godfrey and Ralph 
Moss (helmet). I am speculating 
that the person wearing the helmet 
is Ralph Moss, rather than the one 
who is holding the helmet. There is 
no indication as to the location, al-
though I believe that it is within the 
United States. 
Observations on the 
Photograph 
The custom made shallow water 
helmet appears to be made from a 
water heater, similar to the do-it-
yourself articles in Popular Science 
and Popular Mechanics magazi-
nes from that time. The body of 
water is calm and the shore can 
be seen in the foreground as 
well as the background, which 
leads me to believe that this is a 
lake. Also in the lake there is a 
shipwreck, or perhaps a collap-
sed pier, on the right side of the 
photograph. In the front left of 
the photograph there appears 
to be a pump along with water 
hose that has been converted 
to air hose. The diver appears 
to be preparing to explore 
or salvage the shipwreck/ 
collapsed pier while his as-
sistant is helping with the 
helmet. 
Research 
Internet search engines show millions of hits for the name Ralph 
Moss, but I could not find anything related to a Ralph Moss who was 
a diver. This one will remain a mystery unless someone can identify 
the location. a 
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In the late 1940s a small group 
of divers came together to 
discover a way to continue 
spearfishing throughout the 
winter. They put together 
what would become the first 
dry suit.And today, in the new 
millennium,Aquala is still here, 
expanding and developing dry 
suits from sport and commer-
cial divers. 
Proud Sponsor of the 
Historical Diving Society USA 
www.aquala.com 
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The Way the World Learns to Dive® 
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From uBig Blue" to the Deep Blue: 
How I Jumped Off the Corporate Ladder at IBM and 
Into My Dream of Owning a Cayman Islands Dive Center 
CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform (2013) 
ISBN: 1491054638 
Written by Ron Kipp 
Reviewed by Carl Roessler 
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The name Ron Kipp will be instantly recog-
nizable to anyone involved with the Ameri-
can and Carribean diving tourism industry. 
A larger than life character who operated 
Bob Soto's diving operations in the Cay-
man Islands, Ron also served on the DEMA 
Board of Directors and was involved in the 
forming of the International Scuba Diving 
Hall of Fame. As a dive tourism pioneer, 
former HDS Director Carl Roessler has a 
first hand knowledge of the challenges fa-
ced in developing that industry, and casts 
an experienced eye over Ron's new book. 
I had an especially rewarding and enjoyable time reading Ron Kipp's accounts of his transi-
tion from corporate suit to bathing suit and flip-
flops. Much of my delight was because (as Ron 
points out on his very first page), many of the 
early pioneers had similar epiphanies, and fol-
lowed their dreams into diving-oriented careers. 
Full disclosure: I'm one of them. 
For reference, I was leaving IBM when Ron 
was arriving (1964), because Yale University 
wanted me to develop two world-class compu-
ting centers for them. In 1969, I moved with my 
family to the Caribbean and spent three years 
hosting groups of divers. I have in a real sense 
lived Ron's book. So, his descriptions of both 
the great value in working for IBM (an amazing 
education in running businesses) and its inevita-
ble frustrations rang true. 
This book is what its author calls "A collec-
tion of Stories." Very accurate-not only do we 
enjoy Ron's personal observations, but he has 
interspersed those of friends, employees and 
clients. They are woven together in a kind of cra-
zy-quilt of brief episodes which keep up a good 
tempo and provide variety. 
I also luxuriated in his frequent epigrams, 
one-liners of profound wisdom from eminent 
thinkers. Kipp peppers us with quotations ran-
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ging from Winston Churchill vital services which occasional- or small, large or petty, never There he was, with his first real 
and Mahatma Gandhi to Ben- ly stop for a while, and regu- give in except to convictions of live paying customers, wan-
jamin Franklin and Albert Ein- lations that seem designed to honor and good sense. Never dering frantically around the 
stein. Proof, if we needed any, drive you fruitcake . Ron is elo- yield to force; never yield to bay, searching in the darkness 
that it pays to hang out in good quent, but measured. The good the apparently overwhelming for the wreck of the Balboa. I 
company. part, for people like us, always might of the enemy. won't spoil it by telling you the 
Ron is an outspoken person outweighs the bad part. This book and its author punch line, but you really can't 
(Okay, that's an understate- What does come across exemplify those values. make this stuff up. 
ment). That can be a valuable clearly is that the very stub- In the 1960s, those of us Over his long career in di-
trait when you own your com- bornness and refusal to accept who contemplated living and ving, Ron achieved success and 
pany. On the other hand, it can defeat that drove Ron Kipp out working in the tropics were wealth. He also tried to give 
be a significant career handicap of IBM enabled him to triumph always told to read Herman back to the sport by participa-
in the corporate setting. When in the Cayman Islands. That is Wouk's Don't Stop the Carnival, ting in the organizations which 
he grew frustrated with IBM's a life lesson for young people about a New Yorker trying to oversee the industry. I'm sure 
policies (especially when they starting their careers. Ron may manage a resort in St. Thomas. there is another entire book 
impacted his personal career not be a commencement spe- Wouk for much of the book has there . .. 
path), he used what he calls aker to match Admiral McRa- the reader howling with laugh- In sum, this is an enjoyable 
'Intemperate language.' All his ven, Commander of the SEAL ter as the inept city-dweller read for admirers of Mr. Kipp, 
friends and admirers can trans- teams when he addressed the valiantly attempts to overcome people curious about what it's 
late that one. graduates at the University of what native islanders consider like to leave real life and beco-
In the section on living in Texas, but his message is si- 'normal.' They shrug their me a diving entrepreneur in the 
the Caymans, the book color- milar. If you set high goals for shoulders and go on with their tropics, and those who enjoy 
fully depicts the inevitable yourself, you are going to fail day as the hotelier wonders reading about other people's 
travails of assimilating into the sometimes, but you can never how he is going to get things disasters. That should assure 
kind of entirely different cui- allow yourself to be defeated. done. Mr. Kipp a wide audience for 
ture which prevails on tropical Get up off the floor and get Ron Kipp may have the his book! • 
islands around the globe. For- back into the fight. modern classic of the genre. I 
eigners like us must cope with Or, from Winston Churchill: thought of Wouk' s book as Ron Available from the author's 
distribution systems which Never give in--never, never, described his very first night website at ronkipp.com or on 
leave you short of spare parts, never, never, in nothing great dive as owner of the business. Amazon. com. 
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iJCOVERSTORY : 
Harry Collingwood 
By Peter Jackson 
I n past editions, we have shown several books by the popular authors Percy Westerman and Arthur Cathe-rall. Another prolific writer of nautical adventure sto-
ries for boys was Harry Collingwood, whose real name 
was William Lancaster. 
The son of a naval captain, he was educated at the Royal 
Naval College, Greenwich, and went to sea at the age of 15. 
He was forced to abandon his career due to severe myopia. 
Later, while engaged as a marine engineer, he took to 
writing stories about the sea, much to the delight of adven-
ture-loving boys, with whom his books were very popular. 
At least four of those books involved diving and early 
editions were graced with very decorative covers showing 
divers on their spines. I hope you like the three we have 
shownhere.t. 
44 
(Far Right) The Cruise of the 
Thetis, by Harry Collingwood. 
Blackie & Son Ltd. London, 
not dated. 
(Right) A Strange Cruise, by 
Harry Collingwood. Blackie & 
Son Ltd. London, not dated . 
(Left) The Log of the Flying 
Fish, by Harry Collingwood . 
Blackie & Son Ltd. London, 
1887. 
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iJ VINTAGE PATENIS _: 
Pelkey's Diving Suit 
By James Vorosmarti, MD 
(N·o· ModeL). 
0. PELKEt. 
"DIVING APPARATUS. 
No. Patented Deo. 24, 1889. 
· · INVENTOR: 
Oliver .?'elkW 
BY~g(_ 
ATTORNEYS 
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Oliver Pelkey, of West Duluth, MN, was an active, experienced diver 
in the 1880s, when he decided that 
the usual diving suits of the day were 
inadequate for diving to deep depths. 
On October 17, 1889, he submitted his 
application for a patent on a "Diving 
Apparatus." This was issued as Patent 
418,053 on December 24, 1889. 
The design is very simple, with 
the main part of the suit consisting 
of two pieces of metal formed to 
enclose most of the body. The helmet 
was not separate but an integral part 
of the upper portion of the suit and 
included several lights (Figs 1-3). The 
upper and lower parts of the armor 
were joined by a connection made 
by two metal "ears" attached to the 
upper armor at about the level of the 
hips which overlapped the lower 
section and connected to the lower 
section with bolts serving as hinges. 
The two edges of the armor did not 
meet tightly and the forward part of 
the upper section was cut away. The 
purpose of this cut-away was to allow 
the diver to bend forward. The gap 
between the upper and lower sections 
caused by this gap was covered with 
a curved metal plate also connected 
to bolts at the hips. The upper and 
lower pieces of armor had holes for the 
arms and legs. Metal boots reaching 
to the upper calves were provided, 
but with no design for motion of the 
ankle. The entire apparatus except for 
the helmet was covered by a suit of 
rubber. This was attached to the area 
just below the helmet by a series of 
bolts on the armor which projected 
through corresponding holes in the 
rubber suit, and secured with a series 
of small metal plates (Fig 4) which 
were attached to the bolts by nuts. 
The legs of the suit were secured to 
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the boot tops, which were strength to resist external and it was reported that in pulled to the surface. When 
flanged for this purpose and pressures" . This is 1891 (t ) he had tested the suit he reached the deck he was 
secured with split spring obviously not the case since to a depth of 160 feet, but still alive but after a gasp 
collars. Air was supplied the arms and legs are still had done no work during or two died. A large tear in 
and exhausted by two exposed to the ambient that dive. On November 3, the suit over one hip was 
separate hoses. The exhaust pressure, a mistake made 1891 he was diving off the found. The cause of death 
hose was attached to the by many designers. Other steamer Emerald, and found was ruled as a drowning. It 
top of the helmet and the than that ignorance of the wreck of the Pewabic was assumed he had been 
intake was attached to the physics, there is nothing (discussed in a previous trapped, but whether the 
front of the helmet and led really wrong with the column). He was uncertain tear occurred when trapped 
to a deflector at around the design, although I expect that the wreck was the or when the ship was 
chin level so the supply was that the armor made it more Pewabic and to make moved is unknown(!)_ 
directed toward the face. difficult to move in than the certain it was the correct In Deep Diving and 
The supply hose, exhaust usual dress. It would also wreck he made a second Submarine Operations, it 
hose, and lifeline were be cumbersome dressing dive the same day to 125 is stated that the suit had 
payed in and out by a reel and undressing the diver. feet. After the tenders noted spiral wires in the arms and 
(Fig 5) on the support ship. I count at least 22 bolts for that he appeared to be legs, but this is obviously a 
The main shaft of the reel securing the rubber suit walking around the wreck mistake as the patent does 
was hollow with a block in to the upper armor with communications were lost. not include these. • 
the middle to stop mixing their associated 11 metal They attempted to haul him 
of the supply and exhaust straps. The two sections of up, but all the lines were 
air. This reel allowed all the armor had to be unbolted or taut. The captain of the 
lines to be payed in or out bolted. Only then could the Emerald decided to try to 1. "Reporter" newspaper, 
together. upper section and helmet be free the lines by moving the Oakpark, Il, 25 March 1892. 
Pelkey stated that removed or put on. steamer. This freed the lines 2. The New York Times, 6 
apparatus "will have The apparatus was made and Pelkey was rapidly November, 1891. 
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fiiHEIMET AUCflONS % 
By Les lie Leaney 
A review of recent internet auction results . While every effort is made to accurately describe the lots, vendors' opinions of what the items are, and 
what their condition is, are not consistent. These results are published in good faith for the interest of members, and the HDS and JoDH are not 
responsible for any errors in descriptions, listings, or realized prices. 
Andrew J. Morse & Son, three light helmet. 
An early model with the manufacturer's name 
stamped into the breastplate. The seller stated 
that it was recently discovered in an estate on 
the Connecticut shoreline, and that the Morse 
company of Boston, Massachusetts started 
using the company name back in 1864. The 
non-recessed neck rings were stamped either 
6 or 8, F, which was speculated as being the 
serial number. The shell of both bonnet and 
breastplate looked like they may have been 
sand blasted and showed no patina at all. 
The faceplate was missing the two knobs and 
the glass was cracked, but the brass retained 
some patina in areas. The two original lashing 
eyes either side of the face port had been 
removed and replaced with a custom lashing 
eye. The exhaust had been removed from 
its original position at the back of the bonnet 
and re-attached behind the right port. The 
exhaust cap, or later control was missing, as 
were all four straps, all 12 wing nuts and one 
breastplate bolt. The bonnet had some minor 
denting but appeared to be sound condition. 
Although this helmet had been modified, had 
been stripped of its patina and would be a 
project that required parts, it drew a lot of 
interest and 27 bids took it $11,211. 
A. Schrader USN Mark V breastplate# 269A, date June 1942, 
mismatched with either a Morse or DESCO USN Mark V small 
volume bonnet. The seller noted that they had owned the helmet for 
25 years and that the bonnet had recently been worked on by DESCO 
who replaced the air inlet elbow and apparently also re-soldered the 
air channels into place. The straps were DESCO and the helmet 
appeared to have been lacquered, with areas that had faded . 
Sold on one bid of $5,460. 
Morse Diving Equipment Co. Inc., 
three light commercial helmet, 
matched serial number 6564, circa 
1960s. Appeared to be in very good 
original condition retaining most of 
its tinning. The seller provided very 
good photographs, which showed the 
unusual feature of what looked like 
a completely planished breastplate. 
Many Morse helmets of this era 
had a few hammered marks on the 
breastplate, but I have not seen one 
that is completely planished before. 
One theory is that Morse started 
doing this to their breastplates to give 
them the hand-formed appearance of 
the Japanese helmets of the period, 
which had gained a strong foothold in 
the market on the west coast among 
the abalone diving industry. The 
seller stated that the helmet was from 
a large 40-year collection . The helmet 
drew 17 bids and sold for $6,301. 
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A. Schrader's Son, New York, three-cylinder pump, 
circa 1890s. From the listing by a knowledgeable HDS 
member: "A very rare and hard to find and historic Merritt-
Scott and Chapman Corp. owned and used hand operated 
diving pump manufactured by A. Schrader's Son of New 
York. Merritt-Scott and Chapman is a very well known 
and very famous American salvage company founded in 
1860 by Israel Merritt. The company was nicknamed "The 
Black Horse of the Sea." When the USS Maine exploded 
and sunk in the harbor of Havana, Cuba in 1898, the U.S. 
War department engaged Merritt-Chapman to determine 
whether the unknown explosion came from inside the hull 
or outside. This diving pump bears the M.C.&S. Corp. 
brass identification tag on the right hand corner of the lid 
as well as being stamped on the pump itself "MC&S 99". 
This beautiful antique A. Schrader's Son manufactured 
pump dates to the late 1890's and as such is at least 115 
years old . This truly historic diving pump is in very good 
condition. The A. Schrader's Son pump inside the chest 
has been nicely restored and all cylinders turn freely. The 
oak case is in very good solid condition . The dimensions 
are 36"H 28"W 24"0. This pump was purchased by me 
from Eric Bakker Antiques of the Sea in Sunset Beach, 
California, approximately 15 years ago. I purchased this 
pump "as is" due to its historic rarity and association with 
the Merritt-Scott and Chapman association. I knew I would 
never find another one with this association and history. 
The pump is missing the flywheel's and the two brass 
carry handles/tie downs on the back of the oak chest are 
missing as well. One of the three brass caps for the oil 
reservoir is missing also. The pressure gauge on the front 
of the case is Siebe Gorman and not Schrader. This is the 
way the pump was when I purchased it. While this is not a 
museum quality restoration , this pump displays very well 
and is in very good condition as well as being a very rare 
and authentic MS&C Corp used diving pump. This pump 
is located in southern Arizona. Sold $5,000. 
Greek Sponge Diving Helmet. This helmet was described as "Diving Helmet sponge fisherman, Greek, 
4 windows, 12 bolts, circa 1890 +/-." There was no other information listed and the seven photos provided 
by the seller were the only guides. The bonnet had three large repair patches and showed some denting 
and the helmet appeared to be complete with a good patina. The lanyard hooks looked like they may have 
been replaced and a custom locking device was attached at the back of the helmet. The manufacturer's 
plaque was in very good condition with all letters clearly legible. The listing was in Belgium and the title 
suggested that the helmet was "Very rare if not never seen!" It drew 38 bids and sold for $7,150. 
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iJCAMERA AUCIIONS , 
By Sid Macken 
A very nice German Robot camera housing. $1051 
Davco housing with Kodak 
Brownie camera. $40 
J~ 
Nemrod Siluro amphibious camera . $73 
Later model Calypso camera with 
wrinkle finish . $585 
(Right) Dacor lightmeter (made 
Early, glossy finish Calypso camera. $560 by Sekonic). $43 
Hans Hass Rolleimarine 
housing with camera. $1025 
Giddings Cine Mar 
Super-8 movie camera 
housing. $100 
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(Above) Aqua-Cam, black wrinkle finish, with flash . $120 
(Right) Underwater Photography and Television, by E. R. 
Cross $19 
(Below) Anchor Shack strobe housing with arm and 
accessories. $50 
Giddings Cine Mar housing sold by US 
Divers . $152 
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und Tc·lt•\ isiou 
A Hondbook of Equipment •nd T e<hnlquts 
Apparently 
homemade 
still camera 
housing . 
$362 
Appears to be homemade 
but marked "Sea Master." 
$362 
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Large private collection of literature gets lots of attention. The following is just 
some of the more unusual, desirable or collectable. By Ed LaRochelle 
REGULATORS 
PORPOISE 
An Australian by the name 
of Ted Eldred was designing 
oxygen re-breathers for 
diving in 1946 using WWII 
surplus parts. In 1948 he 
began designing an open 
circuit air SCUBA unit and 
called it PORPOISE. This 
model CA-1 was introduced 
in 1954 and continued 
into 1955. This auction 
consisted of regulator, 
tools and manuals in 
original carry case. No 
tank or harness. SOLD for 
$1 ,993.30. 
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US DIVERS 
MODEL DX OVER 
PRESSURE BREATHER 
Serial number 36112. 
Appeared all original and 
in very nice condition. 
This Broxton Ave address 
regulator dates to 1955/56 
and the serial number 
places it near the end of 
production for that address. 
SOLD for $576. 
VOlT LUNG 
VR-1 BLUE LABEL 
Serial number 8617 in fair 
to good condition . This 
model "SPORTSMAN" 
regulator was manufactured 
for just one year, 1959, and 
recorded serial numbers 
to date reveal only 500 or 
less were manufactured. 
A very desirable model to 
have in a Voit collection "in 
any condition". The auction 
included a second regulator 
SCUBA by Healthways, but 
it was the Voit Lung that 
bidders were after. SOLD 
for$1,136. 
VOlT LUNG VR-1 GREEN LABEL 
Serial number 8162 in fair condition. Hoses 
and mouthpiece are not original to th is 
model. The green label Voit Lung VR-1 
was produced for three years, from 1956 to 
1958. Judging by the serial number for this 
regulator, it was manufactured at the end of 
production . SOLD for $405. 
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SEA-DIVE MASK 
By SEA Net MFG. Co. in 
original box, circa 1950-
54. The mask appeared 
to be in great condition 
though the mask strap 
was broken. The SEA-
DIVE masks were offered 
in black, green and 
beige. Sea Net began 
making the SEA DIVE 
mask before WWII and 
was used by the UDT 
Frogmen. SOLD for $266. 
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SPORSTWAYS NAVY DEPTH GAUGE 
Model 1406 scale 0' 
to 150', Circa 1961. 
Advertised as new 
old stock in original 
packag ing, this gauge 
was cataloged for only 
one year and they 
offered three models, 
each with a different 
depth scale. 
SOLD $310. 
DEPTH GAUGES • PRESSURE GAUGES 
~···~llplddy-~f. 
apt. ~a dt¢11PIIf'h.thiJ"NAI'T"i& 
tht ll*tiiOOKI!eud retltlllt ill lb 
titldtflmy d~.b<u•d....,e plltH 
Cllllloriwallility. Amllble laiii!M 
dtJIUIIll"'"' 
140S IIUYDf.!"TMWKE 
, .. 
1401 IIA"DEJ'TIIGAIK£ 
.,._,. 
150ft. - 1S.t5 
1402 MYY OEml aAII&f. 
250ft. ·- IU5 
US DIVERS BATHOMETER 
Capillary depth gauge, circa 1959 to 1968. 
Complete and in very 
good cond ition. This 
model depth gauge had 
a very long production 
for a gauge, but seem 
to be in short supply for BATHOMETER DEPTH GAUGE 
A 100ft. easy-readmg gauge With no mov-
COIIeCtOrS and therefore ~,:n;,~:~.".~:~::~ully ""'gned-long la;tong 
attract strong bidding. 
SOLD for $133.72. 
7237 BATHOMETER DEPTH GAUGE . $3.95 
ENICAR AQUA-LUNG 1000 
Made for US DIVERS 1966 and 67. 
ENICAR was having great success 
with their waterproof watches and US 
DIVERS contracted with them for this 
very short period, making this watch 
highly desirable. US Divers catalogs 
1966 and 67 show the ENICAR Aqua-
Lung 1 OOOft and the BLANC PAIN 
Aqua-Lung 1 OOOft side by side. SOLD for $898. 
SHARK DART DAGGER 
C02 fired , Shark Darts"' 
manufactured 
by FARALLON 
Industries circa 
1970's. The 
SHARK DARTs 
were available 
in 3 models, 
dagger with 16 
gram cartridge, 
magnum with 
26 gram C02 
cartridge on a 
4ft pole, and the 
compressed air 
02-I007DAGGER: 10.1{211ldluovera,Uiength, conalsttngof4art. 
16 gl"llm CO, c.ruidge, leg sheath. Mulmwn effect to 40 feet. 
02· 1005 MAGNQI'I: 4 foot overalllen,gtb, d•t. two-ple<:e threadt.d 
pole ~ev, 26 11r.un CO, <:ill'tridge. Shipped In 20 '• curylng c•te. 
/1\ulmum effect to 100 feet. 
02-1001 COMPRESSED AIR REPEATER: 3-t/ ?.. p0undt, 
48" long,. 1-3/ 8' diameter . Unit welgl'ul one pound In water. Fills out of 
~·tank up to 2:,500 pst Glvu four large shots, pka ml.lltlple small 
ones. Cornu tomplete with scuba tank rtUe.r a ttadlment. Maximum 
effecttolOOfoeet. 
02-1001 
02-1007 
2500 psi repeate r. This dagger model SOLD for $200. 
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By Sid Macken, President 
Slowing Down for Summer 
(Above) The HDS booth staff at the Long Beach 
Scuba Show, L-R, Mark Howell, Brian Konovan, and 
Sid Macken visiting with author Ben Hellwarth. 
(Below) Hellwarth signs a book at the HDS Scuba 
Show booth while Howell talks with a visitor. 
Ladies from the Women Divers Hall of Fame visi-
ted the HDS staff at Scuba Show. L-R, Erin O'Neill, 
Mark Howell, Jennifer King, Dottie Frazier, 
Sid Macken, and Barbara Allen. 
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Sales of Exosuit dive raffle tickets have been brisk and will continue until mid-August. The drawing will take place on August 16th. If you haven't bought 
a ticket for this once-in-a-lifetime event do so soon. Only 1,000 tickets were printed, 
so your chance of winning is much improved over our past raffles. This raffle has 
the potential of being a career changer for the winner. See the ad on the inside cover 
of this edition of the Journal for more information on this exciting opportunity. This 
one won't be repeated. 
Our trade show pace has slowed, with the Long Beach Scuba Show in June 
being the only one on our calendar since the previous issue of the Journal. The 
booth and staff were visited by many old friends, and we made a few new friends 
too. Ben Hellwarth, author of SEALAB, stopped by the booth for book signing on 
Sunday afternoon. To our delight, the ladies from the Women's Diving Hall of Fame 
(WDHOF) brought Dottie Frazier by the booth for a visit. Dottie was a swimmer 
almost from birth, and a competitive spearfisher from an early age. She started tea-
ching skin diving classes in the 1940s and became the first female scuba instructor 
in the US, being certified through the LA County instructor program in 1955. Both 
Board Chairman Dan Orr and President Sid Macken were featured speakers in the 
Scuba Show seminar program. Thanks to our booth staff, Larry Breazeale, Mark 
Howell, and Brian Konovan for their effort to keep the booth running smoothly, 
answering questions from visitors and introducing first time visitors to the world of 
diving history. 
The HDS is pleased to announce the following awards for 2014. The recipients 
have distinguished themselves either in their support of the HDS and its mission, 
advancement of the diving industry, or preservation of diving history. Go to www. 
hds.org and click on "About HDS" to find information on the selection criteria for 
these awards and look for details about these awards elsewhere in this issue. 
E R Cross Award: Bonnie Toth~ Bonnie is receiving this award for her producti-
on of the Ernie Brooks Tribute booklet and other graphic projects supporting HDS 
events. Bonnie's award will be presented at DEMA this coming November. 
Diving Pioneer Award: Commercial Industry. Alan Krasberg and Jerry O'Neill 
for development of the Cachalot saturation system. To be presented at Underwater 
Intervention 2015 
Recreational Industry. Dewey Bergman and Carl Roessler for establishing livea-
board dive travel. To be presented at the NOGI Awards banquet in Las Vegas in 
November. 
The Nick !corn Diving Heritage Award: California Wreck Divers for promotion 
of diving history through the display of artifacts, public presentations, and support 
of the HDS at dive shows. To be presented March 2015 at the Cal Wreck Divers an-
nual banquet. 
The HDS Hans Hass Fifty Fathoms Award Committee announced that Professor 
Cui Wei chang and the Chinese State Oceanographic Administration are the joint 
recipients of the 2014 Award for their development of the Jiaolong deep ocean sub-
mersible, and China's continuing deep ocean diving program. The award is sponso-
red by Blancpain and a full report will appear in the next issue of the Journal. 
Through the generous support of the PADI Foundation, we have been able to 
add two more volumes to the Stan Waterman Collection of films on DVD. The new 
Volumes 9 and 10 contain seven films featuring diving in Virgin Gorda, Bonaire, 
Curacao, and the Bahamas along with appearances by many recreational and 
scientific diving industry leaders both past and present. You can order the volumes 
individually or as a complete set. Look for details elsewhere in this issue or on the 
HDS website. 
Here's hoping your summer is going smoothly. I'm going to take a little time to 
relax and get into the water before the dive show circuit starts again in the fall. • 
Safe divine:. 
J!;)~...c:;.-f?. 
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Historical Diving !io-;=iety's 
Our 2nd Quarter Coin, the Russian 3 Bolt 
Helmet, is now available. Long the standard 
diving helmet for Russian military and 
commercial divers, the 3 bolt helmet began 
appearing on the international market in 
the 1 980s. 
HDS 20th Anniversary HDS Challenge coins 
are sold out. A limited number of 201 3 
series coin sets and individual coins are still 
available, as well as walnut presentation bo-
xes. Contact products@hds.org for 
availablility. 
•• ·:~ 
Continues 
in i!D141 
2013 Helmets in History Boxed Set, $75 US shipping included 
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Ricky Grigg 
1937-2014 
Aloha to Ricky Grigg: Diver, Surfer, Scientist 
(Right) Ricky in Hawaii 2009. (photo by Bret Gilliam) 
BIG SURF 
EEP DIV ES 
AND THE 
AN DS 
Rick surfing a giant wave on Hawaii's North Shore. 
Cover of his 1998 book, Big Surf, Deep Dives and 
the Islands. 
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Ricky doing research off 
Lanai in Hawaii, 2011. (photo by Bret Gilliam) 
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The ocean world lost one of its greatest leaders on May 21 ·2014 when Prof. 
Richard W. Grigg passed away peacefully at 
his home in Hawaii with his wife Maria. He 
was 77. 
Known to his friends and colleagues as 
Ricky, he is remembered for his long career 
as a pioneer in big wave surfing, scuba diving, 
and scientific underwater research. In 1953 at 
age 16 he drove up the California coast from 
Santa Monica to Rincon after an epic January 
storm to catch the big swell and discovered a 
life's calling. "This was more than a sport, and 
the ocean was more than a playground. It was 
like discovering your destiny," he recalled. His 
path was set. 
I first met Ricky at the U.S. Surfing 
Championships in 1966. I was a teenager 
riding for Hobie and he was a standout 
competitor for Gregg Noll surfboards. There 
was a 14-year age difference but we bonded 
over our common interests. A truly larger-than-
life figure, his profound personality somehow 
combined his sheer exuberance for life with 
an unequaled smile and his deep scientific 
passion as an oceanographer. Someone once 
referred to him as a living oxymoron .. . an 
"intellectual surfer". 
Grigg was born in Los Angeles in 1937 
and earned a B.S. in biology at Stanford, a 
Masters in zoology at the University of Hawaii, 
and his Ph.D. in oceanography at Scripps. 
While pursuing his academic career he lived 
a parallel life as one of the innovators of big 
wave surfing on Oahu 's North Shore including 
the daunting conditions of winter swells at 
Waimea Bay and Sunset Beach. He also was 
a standout competitor in surfboard paddling 
and won the first Catalina-to-Manhattan 
Beach contest, a distance of 32 miles, at age 
18 in 1955. He won the Duke Kahanamoku 
Invitational Surfing event in 1967 ... 
considered to be the World Championship. 
The legendary Duke was impressed with 
his cool prowess in the 18-ft challenging 
waves and presented the trophy to him 
saying: "Ricky, you really understand the 
ocean." 
"At that moment, I felt my strategy of life ... 
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of surfing, diving, and oceanography 
all come together," Grigg fondly 
remembered. 
He was part of the saturation dive 
crew for Sea Lab II off La Jolla with 
former astronaut Scott Carpenter and 
that launched his scientific career as a 
leading research oceanographer. His 
work studying undersea volcanoes, coral 
structures, and ocean topography led 
to a long series of distinguished work 
that advanced understanding of ocean 
science and the fragile community of the 
ecosystem. 
Much of his research concentrated on 
the atolls and submerged islands of the 
Hawaiian-Emperor chain, an archipelago 
extending nearly 4,000 nautical miles 
into the vast Pacific. He discovered 
the "Darwin Point" that defined a mark 
of latitude where the growth of coral 
colonies degrade and the surrounding 
volcanic islands built upon them begin to 
"drown." 
In 1971 he was the first diver to film 
the underwater scene of molten lava as it 
streamed into the ocean from a volcano. 
In 2006 the Papahanaumokuakea 
Marine National Monument, a stretch of 
ocean and tiny atolls whose total area 
exceeds that of all the U.S. National 
Parks combined, was established based 
on the data developed by Ricky and his 
colleagues. His 2012 book "Archipelago: 
The Origin and Discovery of the 
Hawaiian Islands" chronicled his years of 
discovery. 
It's somewhat amusing in retrospect 
to note that his serious scientific side 
was also tempered by appearing in more 
than a dozen light-hearted surf movies 
such as "Slippery When Wet" and acting 
as Yvette Mimieux's surfing coach for 
a 1964 episode of the television drama 
"Dr. Kildare." Grigg was also featured 
prominently in the classic 2004 movie 
"Riding Giants" that won widespread 
critical acclaim and enthusiasm from 
a mainstream viewing public that was 
fascinated by the big wave riders that 
emerged beginning in the 1950s. 
In 1999 he was inducted as a Fellow 
into the Academy of Underwater Arts 
& Science 's Diving Hall of Fame as 
the recipient of their NOGI award for 
Science. 
Ricky has moved on to catch the next 
wave and we all wish him a smooth ride. 
Aloha. a 
-Bret Giliam 
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Rick Grigg (front row, second from left) with Sea Lab II crew. Scott Carpenter is front row 
fifth from left. 
Ricky (third from left) with Duke Kahanamoku after winning the Surfing World 
Championship in 1967. 
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Peter Scoones 
1937 - 2014 
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Peter Scoones, the underwater cameramen , who has died aged 76, fearlessly focused his lens on 
piranhas, sharks and alligators - even on species 
thought extinct- to get shots that dropped jaws and 
defied belief. 
"Different parameters apply underwater," stated 
Scoones. As a Bafta-winning linchpin of BBC's Natural 
History Unit - working on landmark productions such 
as Life in the Freezer and Blue Planet - he played a 
pivotal role in defining those parameters. Such was his 
affinity for his subjects that his longtime collaborator 
Sir David Attenborough wondered if the boundaries 
between them sometimes blurred. "He knew fish so 
well he could sense what they were going to do," 
claimed Sir David. "He moved as the fish moved." 
Scoones's professional breakthrough came in 
1979 when the BBC's Life on Earth series mounted 
an expedition to the Comoro Islands in the Indian 
Ocean to search for coelacanths, a fish thought 
to have been extinct for millions of years. Word 
reached the unit of a special lowlight camera that 
Scoones had developed. They wanted to hire it but 
he told them it was only available if he could come 
along to operate it. 
In those early days of underwater photography 
the only way to film in the depths of the 
Mozambique Channel was to suspend the camera 
from a 320m-long cable. After many unsuccessful 
days of searching, the dangling camera jammed 
in the cleft of a reef and was lost. 
However, as the crew were packing up to return 
home, Scoones learned that a fisherman had 
caught a specimen and that it was tied to a canoe 
in the local harbor. He persuaded the fisherman to 
let him photograph the "living fossil." It made a few 
swimming movements while Scoones captured the 
first pictures ever taken of a living coelacanth. 
Peter John Scoones was born on October 27 
1937 in South Woodford, Essex, England, and grew 
up in nearby Wanstead. He went to Forrest School, 
Woodford. His family were passionate about sailing 
and Scoones trained as a naval architect before 
joining the RAF. 
He learned photography in the Service while 
stationed in Singapore in 1959. It was there that, 
as captain of the local RAF sailing club, he was 
captivated by the colourful tropical fish he saw while 
snorkelling to clean the hull of his dinghy. 
His passion switched from boats to recording the 
life and scenery of what he saw in the warm tropical 
water - housing his first cameras in boxes made 
from Perspex salvaged from aircraft windows. 
Returning to civilian life, he became increasingly 
involved in the development of equipment 
for the offshore oil industry. He was technical 
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director of a company providing 
sonar, photographic and television 
inspection equipment for use in 
the North Sea and also designed a 
groundbreaking remotely-operated 
vehicle. 
In 1967 Scoones co-founded, with 
Colin Doeg, the British Society of 
Underwater Photographers (BSoUP) . 
"At first we used to meet in the front 
room of his house," recalled Doeg. 
"Peter knocked down a wall so we 
had more space and could project our 
underwater images at a larger size. " 
In the mid-Seventies, Scoones 
tutored Mike Portelly, who had given 
up on a career in dentistry to pursue 
underwater photography (he would 
become a celebrated advertising 
cameraman). "He had bought all 
the wrong kit, but I began to teach 
him and he would pay me in kind," 
recalled Scoones. "He would work 
on my teeth and I would work on 
his cameras." By the end of the 
decade, underwater photography 
was Scoones's principal commercial 
activity (for both television 
commercials and features) but his 
heart was always in natural history. 
After his coelacanth scoop in 
1979, Scoones went on to become 
one of BBC's most important 
underwater cameramen . He became 
known for his fine compositions 
- framing red-bellied piranhas in 
Brazil for Planet Earth and salmon 
sharks in Alaska for The Blue Planet 
- and resourcefulness in the field. 
He darted between locations: from 
Israel and Nova Scotia to the depths 
of the Atlantic and the Red Sea. For 
Life In the Freezer he converted 
the bow of the icebreaker Abel J 
into a workshop. "He was forever 
disappearing up there with bits of 
gear," noted Sir David. "Tweaking 
it, building little gadgets for it and 
emerging next day with this modified 
equipment." 
Martha Holmes, one of the BBC's 
first presenters to wear a bubble-
helmet beneath the surface, noted 
that where others were slow to adapt, 
Scoones "forged ahead, modifying 
cameras to fit into his own underwater 
housings. Not only would he do this in 
the comfort of his workshop, he would 
be doing it on a rolling boat in the 
middle of the Southern Ocean." 
Scoones's adaptability enabled 
him to make special items to obtain 
unique footage. One such innovation 
was the use of a "pole-cam" -
operating a housed camera on a 
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pole from the surface - to obtain 
the first shots of a great white shark 
swimming naturally in the sea rather 
than gnawing at the bars of a safety 
cage or at hunks of meat suspended 
over the side of a boat. 
Shooting could be hazardous. 
While filming at the caves of 
Wookey Hole in Somerset - in the 
underground passages flooded by 
tributaries of the River Axe - he 
slipped and had to make his way 
back to the surface with a badly 
broken ankle. Further subterranean 
slip-ups occurred in the labyrinthine 
underwater caves of Jamaica's 
"blue holes" when he ran out of air 
mid-shot. Calmly he spat out one 
mouthpiece, fished about with one 
hand, found the one for his reserve 
air supply and switched it on. When 
viewed later, the slow pan from one 
side of the vast chamber to the other 
was rock steady. 
Scoones won many awards, 
including an Emmy and a Satta for 
his work on both Great White Shark 
and Reefwatch. In addition he was 
twice awarded a Palme d'Or at the 
Antibes Film Festival in France. In 
1993 he was named Diver of the 
Year by the British Sub-Aqua Club 
for his significant contribution to the 
diving industry. He was twice crowned 
British Underwater Photographer of 
the Year and recently BSoUP, the 
Society he co-founded , awarded him 
its first lifetime achievement award. 
"Even in the world of early 
underwater photographers he was 
unique," said Colin Doeg. "He was a 
fearless cameraman, taking everything 
in his stride from piranhas and killer 
whales to alligators and elephants 
as well as from diving under ice and 
deep underground, but his trademark 
footage was shot on coral reefs." 
Peter Scoones always refused 
to eat reef fish, considering them his 
subjects. Unlike other cameramen, he 
did not attach lights to his cameras. 
Instead, the lighting was handled 
by his wife, Georgette Douwma, a 
talented underwater photographer 
in her own right and his devoted 
"buddy". 
She survives him with a son and 
daughter of his firstmarriage. a 
Sourced from The Daily 
Telegraph, UK. All Rights Reserved, 
with thanks to Michael Aw. All photos 
© Peter Scoones Estate. All Rights 
Reserved. No reproduction without 
written permission. Courtesy Peter 
Dick, HD Times. 
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Capt. Don Stewart 
1925-2014 
Underwater Environmentalists, Bonaire Diving Tourism Pioneer, and 
International Scuba Div ing Hall of Fame Inductee 
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Captain Don was born in the San Francisco Bay area in June of 1925. He had a rocky start, losing his mother when he was 
only seven years old in 1932. It was the time of the Depression 
and he was forced to stay with friends and relatives while his father 
would look for work. By his own admission , he was a scholastic 
failure and hated sports, but excelled in technical matters. He 
became a teenage dropout and it wasn 't until later in life that he 
discovered he was dyslexic and was able to deal with his learning 
problem successfully. 
In 1941 the world was changing rapidly ... Pearl Harbor had 
been bombed and World War II was calling his name, but Don was 
only sixteen and the Navy wouldn't accept anyone under the age 
of seventeen. On his seventeenth birthday Don joined the Navy 
and ended up in San Diego taking a test, which revealed he had 
outstanding scholastic abilities, while his mechanical skills were 
terribly lacking. The Navy decided he should commence training 
as a doctor. Don ended up in the top ten of the class and was sent 
to the Panama Canal. He became one of the first to use penicillin 
in the war because he was trained in venereal diseases. He spent 
two years in Coco Solo treating Marines and Navy personnel. 
Stewart eventually became the Chief Medical Officer of the USS 
Persistent PYC 48 at the age of 19. He became friends with Bill 
Reese, a PhD, who realized Don was dyslexic and taught him the 
skills of the typewriter. 
At the age of 20, Don found himself working a new job in the 
Philadelphia Naval Hospital. Always a practical joker, when asked 
to send a sample of his urine to the lab, he sent beer instead. 
However, the results of his blood test were no laughing matter; he 
was diagnosed with terminal lymphatic cancer. The war was over 
and he was medically discharged. According to Don, a believer in 
psychosomatic illness, he simply refused the disease and lived to 
prove it. 
1947 found Don in Hollywood looking for work. He was hoping 
to make it in the movies but feared his good looks were dimmed 
by his less than perfect smile. He bought a new floating apartment 
and named it the USS Persistent after his first station as chief 
medical officer. It was this 24-foot narrow keel, powered by a 
Model A engine, that drew him to the sea which he never left after 
joining the Navy. 
One day a dentist named Harlan came up to the boat while it 
was docked in Los Angeles Harbor with a business proposition 
for Don. He would swap dental work for boat rides, so that he 
could try his hand at scuba diving. This sat well with Stewart who 
was well aware of his need for a better smile if he was ever to 
make it in Hollywood. Harlan exclaimed enthusiastically that he 
was going to be a deep sea diver. He proceeded to show Don 
some mimeographed pages someone had given him on how to 
scuba dive. The deal was sealed and they were to leave the next 
morning for Catalina. Harlan explained that some of his patients 
had worked as engineers for Lockheed Aircraft. They had devised 
some makeshift scuba equipment which he was going to use. 
This "adventure" was Den's introduction to scuba. Harlan was 
fearless and felt no trepidation as he attached wrinkled hoses to a 
small yellow fire extinguisher. Don merely looked on in amazement 
as Harlan pulled from a dark canvas bag a short length of inner 
tube with a small glass porthole glued into one end. Harlan's 
swimming fins were rubber paddles which Don was to tie onto 
his feet right before he got into the water. His dry suit consisted 
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of a flimsy mass of rubber, 
made from a handful of blown 
motorcycle tubes. He put on a 
pair of long woolen underwear 
that was to be worn under 
his makeshift dry suit. Next 
Harlan produced a large can 
of talcum powder that he 
shook liberally into the gaping 
wounds of the rubber tubes. 
This was absolutely necessary, 
according to the instructions 
of his diving patients, Harlan 
insisted . 
Don asked skeptically 
if the suit fit and Harlan 
merely shrugged and said he 
borrowed it from a guy about 
his size. The hood appeared 
to be too small. Harlan 's pudgy 
face squished out, forcing his 
lips into a grotesque pucker. 
Before his maiden dive, Harlan 
exclaimed with enthusiasm, 
"Diving is the newest sport, 
just wait and see! You can 
try it after I finish ." Try it Don 
did and dove the rest of the 
summer with Harlan, dive for 
dive. 
He was hooked. 
Don spent the following 
years searching for uranium 
in the Mojave Desert and built 
a fix-it shop. He met a guy 
named Charlie Moriarty, whose 
dreams of developing a sliding 
glass wall inspired Don, who 
eventually patented the idea 
himself and became famous in 
the screening industry. Sears 
and Roebuck was a major 
account for his design. Infected 
with wanderlust, Don soon 
tired of the business, went on 
sabbatical , and cruised the 
Mississippi with a small boat. 
It was then that he bought a 
portable typewriter and wrote 
his first novel. 
He sold the [screening?] 
company, bought an old 
1912 wooden 70-foot topsail 
schooner, spent a fortune on it, 
and renamed the schooner the 
Valarie Queen after a Welsh 
girlfriend. He married her in 
1955 and they soon had a son 
and daughter. 
Don spent the following 
years as an illegal charter 
boat captain, running up and 
down the California coast. On 
St. Patrick's Day in 1960, with 
a crew of bohemians, he 
headed south and Valarie and 
the kids went to Wales. He 
quickly changed course and 
went to the Caribbean to be a 
pirate. A young Aruban named 
Percy sailed with him on this 
adventure. Hit by a hurricane 
named Anita in Jamaica, Don 
ran for Columbia for repairs. 
On May 21, 1962, his 
schooner leaking and the crew 
exhausted, Don came upon a 
small island in the Dutch West 
Indies. They docked at the 
port village of Kralendijk on the 
island of Bonaire. Don was 37 
years old with only 63 cents 
to his name. Undefeated, Don 
and Percy decided to start an 
export business of tropical fish 
which quickly became a new 
way of life for the rambler. 
Upon arriving on the island, 
the Governor at the time 
challenged Don with words 
he would never forget, 'You 
become a bum, and you're 
out! However, if my island is 
better off because of you ... " 
Those words would prove to 
shape Dan's future course on 
Bonaire. 
Eventually he started a 
dive operation at the beach in 
front of Heit's Passport Studio, 
which proved to be the first 
introduction to the sport of 
diving on the island, whose 
population in early 1962 was 
only 4,000. 
Capt. Don held a 
spearfishing contest at the 
hotel Zee Bad, an old German 
detention camp on the island. 
It was during this event in 1963 
that he had an epiphany 
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and became a born-again 
conservationist, hanging his 
speargun on the wall in a 
symbol of his new-found belief. 
He recalls a deep shame 
that came over him when he 
real ized that what they were 
doing with the speargun was 
much like the Americans 
mowing down herds of buffalo 
with the rifle. 
During the spearfishing 
event in 1963 the Valarie 
Queen sank, leaving him 
homeless. The only things he 
could salvage were his Olivetti 
typewriter and two novels. It 
was at this point in his life 
that he crystallized his own 
personal mission, 'to do all 
in my power and influence to 
save the Sea.' 
Stewart later joined the 
Flamingo Beach Club and ran 
the concession there with the 
only air station and what little 
dive gear was available on 
the island. Dan's crew had 
excellent knowledge of the 
reefs and his friend, Ebo, was 
certified by NAUI as a basic 
diver, but Don was merely 
"self-certified ." For over eight 
years, Don ran the Beach Club 
dive concession . 
A popular diver named 
Joe Strykowski was on his 
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way to the island with a 
group of divers. Bonaire at 
that time was devoid of any 
dive instruction manuals and 
certifying agencies. Don 
was eager to learn from 
Joe, whom he had learned 
of through the Dacor Diving 
Equipment Company, whose 
representatives would visit the 
island often. 
In 1969 Joe had authored 
a book called Diving for Fun, 
supported by DACOR. Don 
wanted a copy of that book. 
He was the first to admit that 
they had "been winging this 
diving thing." Though not 
certified himself, Don was 
a great diver and taught his 
students to swim like sharks, 
but he felt their knowledge of 
diving theory was weak and 
he was eager to improve upon 
that. 
June 1, 1972 would see 
an explosive departure from 
the Flamingo Beach Club for 
Don. It was run by people from 
Caracas who were using the 
hotel for expensive call girls 
and Captain Don refused to 
be a part of this. Don got into 
a verbal exchange [heated 
argument] that led to a chair 
falling and the fight was on! 
The next morning at 7:30am 
found Don bruised from head 
to toe when he met Joe to go 
diving. On May 1st 1972, as 
Joe's group left, Don gathered 
his belongings and said 
farewell to the tall proud mast 
of the Valarie Queen standing 
sentinel in the Flamingo's 
gardens. 
On June 1st 1972, Captain 
Don started Aquaventure, his 
new diving company which 
served as a concession on the 
beach of the newly remodeled 
Hotel Bonaire, the largest 
resort on the island. The 
hotel was operated by a group 
from New Jersey. Don felt his 
company prospered because 
the hotel was on one end of 
the beach and their concession 
was on the other end . 
The diving industry was 
still in its infancy, and in 197 4 
Aquaventure was the focal 
point of the island's underwater 
world . It was not until 1975 
when Peter and Alice Hughes 
opened their business at the 
Flamingo Beach Resort that 
the dive community on the 
island really began to grow. 
Captain Don gained a 
reputation for his tirades over 
divers who didn't respect the 
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underwater environment. It 
became common knowledge 
among divers that if you 
were caught by Captain Don 
breaking off a piece of coral, 
you were in for a severe tongue 
lashing, followed by a quick trip 
to the airport. The governor 's 
words to Captain Don when he 
had first arrived on the island 
had become his own. One 
day a man sitting on the beach 
observed one of Don's scenes 
involving a diver carrying a 
piece of coral. The man was 
Carel Steensma, the director 
of KLM based in Curacao and 
an avid diver, who came to 
Bonaire on weekends to dive. 
That day he invited the Captain 
to sit and talk to him. Steensma 
and Stewart combined their 
ideas and efforts and the result 
was the Bonaire National 
Marine Park, which still 
operates today. 
In 1976 Don bought a rack 
of bungalows overlooking a 
dive shop that would become 
known as Captain Don's Habi-
tat. The dive shop was open 
for diving 24 hours a day and 
became the symbol of "Diving 
Freedom," which is the concept 
that the Habitat was built 
upon. The resort would quickly 
become exposed to 4 million 
readers of Irvin Hasen's comic 
strip, Dondi . Hasen love~ to 
snorkel and while visiting the 
island wrote an eight day strip 
that featured the island and 
Captain Don. 
Captain Don would sit in his 
second story office and keep 
a watchful eye on all he could 
see - his property, dive boats, 
tourists, other proprietors -
guarding the island and the 
reefs he so loved. It was during 
this time that Stewart became 
involved in a salvage project 
of an ocean-going raft, Dutch 
Tiki, during which he seriously 
injured his foot and ankle, 
requiring a special swimming 
cast for six long years. This 
accident would eventually cost 
him part of his leg and foot. 
During the next few years 
Don worked on building and 
placing a hundred permanent 
moorings, helping to develop 
the Bonaire National Marine 
Park, and could claim the 
first state-of-the-art waste 
water facility on Bonaire at 
his hotel. To quote Captain 
Don, "By 1975 we had 
built a diving empire, a 
Marine Park, a worldwide 
reputation, and became the 
leaders of Caribbean reef 
environmentalism." CURO(the 
Council of Underwater Resort 
Operators) was established 
and Stewart set legislation in 
motion to ban spearfishing 
on the island. Carpetbaggers 
desiring a piece of the action 
and quick wealth came in 
droves, so Captain Don 
continued to help design 
safeguards to protect the island 
and reef, helping to put Bonaire 
on the tourist map. 
After nine years, Don sold 
his beloved hotel, admitting 
that this was the best thing 
that ever happened to him. 
The time was also right for 
Aquaventure to come to its 
end. This allowed Stewart 
to aim his full attention on 
his passion, underwater 
conservation. 
In 1989 he went on to 
build the island's first shade 
houses, propagated plants, 
and re-established his wet 
photography. His typing 
improved steadily and in the 
next ten years he wrote three 
more books and a bundle of 
short stories. 
Captain Don was no 
stranger to recognition and 
well-deserved awards. He 
received the DEMA Reaching 
Out Award in 1998 and was 
elected to the International 
Scuba Diving Hall of Fame in 
2005. In April of 2008, Captain 
Don was awarded the title of 
Knight (Dutch : "Ridder") in 
the order of Orange -Nassau, 
the highest military and 
civilian decoration of the 
Netherlands, to recognize his 
pioneering environmental 
leadership on the Dutch Island 
of Bonaire. 
Toward the end of his 
career he could be found daily 
watering his four acres of 
beautiful island plants with his 
fiancee of 30 years, Janet, by 
his side. One could say that 
Stewart was shipwrecked for 
over 50 years on the island 
of Bonaire. He never left the 
island after he lost his ship in 
1963. If the Governor were 
still alive, there is no doubt he 
would agree that his island 
was indeed much "better off" 
because of the presence 
and service of Captain Don 
Stewart. a 
- Jeff Rice and Monica 
Lynn, courtesy The 
International Legends 
of Diving at www. 
internationallegendsofdiving. 
com. All Rights Reserved. For 
more information on Captain 
Don visit: www.infobonaire. 
com!CaptDonlpublish.html. All 
images courtesy International 
Scuba Diving Hall of Fame. 
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Ella Jean Morgan packed a lot into the 75 years of her vibrant, accomplished, busy life. The youngest child of three, she was born 
in Belize, lived throughout Central America and Jamaica and spent much 
time with her family in Grand Cayman. She came to the U.S. for high 
school and has been a Californian since her college days. 
Professionally, Ella Jean was a marine biologist, educator, lecturer, 
photographer and author who co-wrote When Women Dive (1992) with 
Erin O'Neill and was also a contributing author and writer of several 
other books and magazines. She was a NAUI and Los Angeles County 
instructor who taught all levels of diving, leadership, and specialty 
certifications. Ella-Jean co-owned the Morgan/O'Neill Underwater 
Company in Southern California, which specialized in training women 
working in the film industry, and produced "Neptune's Children," a 
multimedia marine life instructional program. She was also a certified 
cave diver. 
As an underwater researcher she conducted fish behavior studies, 
underwater surveys, replanted abalone, and helped to establish trails for 
underwater parks. Her favorite diving experiences included "interactions 
with marine life; perfect, unbroken coral reefs in Indonesia; kelp forests 
on the West Coast; leading all-women dive trips; graduating competent, 
skilled, safe divers." 
Her most difficult dive experiences included "extreme surf entries 
and exits during her instructor course, and a successful body search 
and recovery of a missing diver." In addition to her work at the Morgan/ 
O'Neill Under Water Company, Ella Jean also became an instructor 
and eventual department chair and administrator at the College of 
Oceaneering, a commercial diving school in Wilmington, California. She 
was inducted into the Women Divers Hall of Fame in 2000. 
Although the Morgan/O'Neill partnership closed their Los Angeles 
area diving services facility in the late 1990s, the pair continued with the 
other aspects of their diving career to the present day. In recent years 
Ella Jean loved diving with the Women Divers Hall of Fame in Bonaire, 
Mexico, Cayman Islands, Philippines, and most recently in late 2013 with 
the Coral Reef Restoration Project in the Florida Keys. 
Although an avid diver, Ella Jean loved many other things. 
Throughout her life she explored the wilderness, hiked, back-packed, 
camped, bird-watched, gardened and was dedicated to flora/fauna 
identification on every trail. The highlight of her hiking years came in 
2000, with a month-long trek in the Himalayas. Along with her husband 
Frank Boulanger, a sailor, ex-Navy diver and commercial diving 
consultant, Ella loved the sailing life of the Southern California coast and 
Channel Islands. 
In the last decade of her life Ella's time spent on art and photography 
was somewhat usurped by her growing involvement with fabric arts, 
specifically quilting. Never a woman to do anything by half measures, 
Ella Jean's quilting reached a high level of artistic expression . Her latest 
art works were recently exhibited at a major national quilt show. 
Ella Jean Morgan led a rich, full, happy life enriched by her perfect 
husband, long, deep friendships and a devoted family. a 
- Erin ONeil, courtesy the Women Divers Hall of Fame 
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The DMng History Ubrary 
Order these books and more at WNW.hds.orglstorelbooksl or go to WNW.hds.org and dick on 'The Store" 
CAresidents add 8.75% sales tax. 
HARD HAT DIVERS WEAR DRESSES 
BY BOB KIRBY 
Bob Kirby's autobiography covering his development 
of Kirby Morgan dive equipment and his work in 
commercial. military and Hollywood diving. Contains 
numerous unique photos from Kirby's career including 
some of his helmets. As the story of one of diving's few 
living legends, it will stand as a personal record of one 
mans unique journey through an industry at its prime. 
Self published by Kirby, with warts and all. Limited to only 
1,000 copies. Perfect bound volume, 262 pages, b&w 
photos, $40.00, plus $12.50 domestic p&p. 
INTO THE LION'S MOUTH: THE STORY OF THE 
WILDRAKE DIVING ACCIDENT 
BY MICHAEL SMART 
A thoroughly researched and superbly presented story 
of one of diving's bitterest tragedy's that should be 
obligatory reading for anyone putting a diving helmet on 
their head, or thinking about it. "Into the Lions Mouth is 
truly a well-written work. I found it hard to put down. I can 
highly recommend this book to anyone, even beyond the 
offshore industry." - Bev Morgan. "Compelling, harrowing 
and impressively well researched. A former North 
Sea saturation diver, Michael Smart not only knows 
his subject inside out, he explains it all with admirable 
clarity. Holds the reader's attention to the last page."-
Christopher Swann. Soft bound, 2011 , 445 pages, color 
and b&w photos, diagrams, map, index, bibliography, 
appendix, end notes. $30, plus $7.50 domestic p&p. 
THE FERENZ DIVING APPARATUS 
BY PETER JACKSON AND PHILIPPE ROUSSEAU 
This excel lent book is about one of the almost forgotten 
diving pioneers, Maurice Femez, and his diving 
apparatus. It was reviewed in The Journal of Diving 
History, Issue 66, p.36. Privately published in England, 
2010. Card stock bound, 90 pages, b&w photos, patent 
drawings, appendix. 5 3/4" x 8 1/4." $24 plus $6 p&p 
domestic shipping. CAres. add 8.75% sales tax, NV 
res. add 8.1% sales tax Contact products@hds.org for 
overseas shipping rates. Limited to 250 copies! 
SEALAB: AMERICA'S FORGOTTEN QUEST TO LIVE 
AND WORK ON THE OCEAN FLOOR 
BY BEN HELLWARTH 
An extensive and detailed record of the triumphs 
and tragedies of the SEALAB program, based upon 
Hellwarth's painstaking research. Hellwarth, a veteran 
journalist, interviewed many surviving participants from 
the SEALAB experiments and conducted extensive 
documentary research to write the first comprehensive 
account of one of the most important and least known 
experiments in US history. His compelling narrative 
covers the story from its scrappy origins in Dr. Bond's 
Navy laboratory, through harrowing close calls, historic 
triumphs, and the mysterious tragedy that brought about 
the end of SEALAB. Hardbound in dust jacket, 2012, 388 
pages b&w photos, index, 19 pages of reference notes. 
$28 plus $7.50 domestic p&p. 
The Journal of Diving History 
BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP 
BY MURRAY BLACK 
As one of the early pioneers of commercial oilfield 
diving, Murray black was an industry leader with an 
abundance of natural bravery. After graduating from 
E.R. Cross' Sparling School of Deep Sea Diving, 
Black progressed through the colorful ranks of the 
abalone diving and eventually founder DIVCON. 
History was made with DIVCON, with surface bounce 
dives past 500 feet as Black consistently pushed the 
envelope. The book also contains details of Blacks post 
diving career with friends like John Wayne and other 
characters. nd, 189 pages with b&w photos. $25, plus 
$5 domestic p&p. 
REDGOLD 
BY LEONARDO FUSCO 
A first person account of Leonardo Fusco's career as a 
diver, translated from the Italian. After his discovery of 
Red Coral, and his use of the Aqua Lung to harvest it, 
Fusco adapts to the deep diving life of a Mediterranean 
Sea gypsy. His journey includes success and tragedy as 
he moves from deep air diving to rebreathers, interacting 
with Hans Hass, Gerhard Haux, Professor Buhlmann 
and others. His later career is spent in the fields of 
submersibles, hyperbarics, and in efforts to preserve 
the remnants of the Red Coral colonies so effectively 
harvested. Introduction by Enrico Camporesi and 
Foreword by Leslie Leaney. Reviewed by Brett Gilliam in 
issue 69 of the Journal of Diving History. Hard bound in 
dust jacket, 271 pages, color and b&w photographs. $25, 
plus $7.50 p&p. 
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Volume 1 $15 
THE LOST TREASURE OF THE 
CONCEPCION: Burt Webber's search 
for, and eventual discovery of, the 17th 
Century Spanish treasure galleon lost in 
a storm on the Caribbean's Silver Shoals. 
The film traces the expedition from concept 
to conclusion and provides insight into the 
life of a treasure hunter. 
Volume2 $15 
OFF THE WALL: Follow Peter Benchley 
and his family on a diving adventure that 
includes pirates, shipwrecks, and giant 
moray eels. 
UNLIMITED AIR: Stan takes us back to the 
Caymans but th is time we travel and dive 
with Our World Underwater scholarship 
winner Lisa Truitt. 
Volume 3 $15 
BEYOND JAWS: Includes clips from Stan's 
earliest dives in 1958 through filming Great 
White Sharks in Australia with friends Peter 
Benchley and Rodney Fox. Sharks are the 
center of attention on these dives. 
A QUICK TRIP TO THREE OCEANS: A 
medley of images from many of Stan's 
adventures during the 1960s and 1970s. 
Stan takes us to the Caribbean , Bahamas, 
Cocos Island, Paua New Guinea, Yap and 
many other exotic locations. 
Volume4 $15 
ROUGHING IT IN THE CORAL SEA: A 
tongue-in-cheek expose of life aboard a 
multimillion dollar "hell ship". 
FINS TO THE RIGHT, FINS TO THE LEFT: 
Return to Cocos Island for a thorough 
shark-fest. Together the films offer nearly 
an hour of Stan's delightful images and 
eloquent narration. 
Volume 5 $15 
MORA WHEELS: This is the story of the 
Moray Wheels a Boston-based Scuba club 
for divers with disabilities. Produced in the 
1970's, Stan follows two students as they 
undergo their initial dive training in the pool 
atM. I. T. , then make check out dives at 
the New England Aquarium in Boston. The 
students face the challenges of diving in 
open water at Bonaire, Netherland Antilles. 
GENESIS 1-27: "So God created man 
in his own image, in the image of God he 
created him; male and female he created 
them." Stan's underwater imagery set 
to a haunting musical score won a Gold 
Medal at the inaugural United Kingdom 
Film Festival. 
A BITING KIND OF SHARK: Eighteen 
years after filming Blue Water, White 
Death, Stan returns to Dangerous 
Reef, South Australia, with famed 
Australian shark expert Rodney Fox to 
once again film the Great White Shark. 
They are accompanied by underwater 
photographers and scientists from Canada, 
Saudi Arabia, and the United States. 
THE LAST OF THE RIGHT WHALES: Stan 
travels to Patagonia to search for and dive 
with Right Whales. These amazing, gentle 
creatures were hunted nearly to extinction 
because they were the "right" whale to 
bring large profits to early whalers. Stan 
also looks at the other creatures living 
along this lonely, desolate coastline. 
Volume 8$15 
THE BEST OF CAYMANS: Stan visits the 
Cayman Islands aboard Wayne Hasson's 
Aggressor Fleet liveaboard dive boats. 
Along on the trip are Stan's good friend 
Peter Benchley 
and his family. Volume 6 $15 
THE WAR REEFS: 
In 1942, the small , 
South Pacific Island 
of Guadalcanal 
became the scene 
of a decisive, World 
War II, air-sea battle 
between the United 
States and Japan. 
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They dive the 
wreck of the Ore 
Verde; visit Jew 
Fish, Barracuda, 
and Grouper; dive 
reefs , walls , and 
visit a shallow sand 
patch filled with 
sting rays. 
~ 
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It was a turning 
point in te war for 
... ._ 
~~-·~t 
the US and its allies, but a resounding 
defeat for the Japanese. The terrible cost 
of the battle can be found enumerated on 
the sea floor in what is now called Iron 
Bottom Sound for the scores of ships 
and aircraft that lie there. Stan and his 
companions visit the waters surrounding 
Guadalcanal, and as they explore Japan's 
sunken fleet, they discover that the debris 
of war has, over time, been changed, 
softened by the sea, and is now the home 
of a fantastic array of marine animals. 
Volume 7$15 
PETER AND THE SHARK: Stan, Peter 
Bench ley, and crew travel to Australia to 
dive with Great White Sharks. Along the 
way, they encounter Manta Rays, sea 
turtles, Bronze Whalers, Tiger Sharks 
on the Great Barrier Reef, and then, at 
Dangerous Reef, the big guys showed 
up. Originally aired on the American 
Sportsmen Show 
THE CALL OF THE RUNNING TIDE: 
Edited for U.S. Divers from Stan's 
original lecture film, Call of the Running 
Tide documents a year that Stan and the 
Waterman clan spent living in the South 
Pacific, diving Tahiti and Bora Bora, and 
learning the South Pacific Islanders. 
THE SINAl REEFS: The best of the Red 
Sea, aboard the live aboard dive boat, 
SUN BOAT. Stan and mixed group of 
divers from the US visit reefs along the 
Sinai Peninsula, the Gulf of Eilat, Ras 
Muhhamad, and the Straits of Tehran. 
The beautiful colors of reef fish and corals 
endure in this film. 
BELIZE- A DIVING HOLIDAY: An 
Aggressor Fleet trip, this time to the reefs 
of Belize. Day or night, the reefs are ablaze 
with color and the photographers on board 
take full advantage of the scene. 
CORTEZ- THE HAMMERHEAD: Stan and 
Peter Bench ley travel to the Espiritu Santo 
Seamount in the Sea of Cortez to film the 
massive schools of Hammerhead Sharks 
known to congregate there. Accompanied 
by shark researcher, Dr. Ted Rulison, 
Peter and Stan learn about the enigmatic 
Hammerheads and research in shark 
behavior. 
STELLA MARIS: In another American 
Sportsmen episode, Stan films author 
Peter Benchley and Dr. Sylvia Earle as 
they dive with sharks at Stella Maris in the 
Caribbean. First dives include encounters 
with a large Manta Ray, and individual 
sharks, then the large school arrives and 
the dives get interesting. 
Volume 9$15 
JACKI'S WORLD: The Island is Virgin 
Gorda, in the British Virgin islands. The 
subject is jacki Kilbride. Her love of the 
sea and devotion to protecting and sharing 
it make Jacki 's World a very special place. 
THERE'S AN EEL IN MY BC: Bonaire, 
diving mecca of the Caribbean, is the 
location for this adventure. Peter Hughes, 
Dee Scarr, Geri Murphy, and Paul 
Tzimoulis make appearances along with 
Stan in a comedic cameo. 
A PEOPLE'S TRUST: The Bahama's 
National Trust, dedicated to the 
preservation of the Bahama's invaluable 
natural resources, brings education to 
Bahamian children and protects the 
island's environment through a series of 
parks. 
CURACAO, DIVING PLUS: The Caribbean 
Island of Curacao, in the Netherland 
Antilles, is as much a delight above water 
as it is below. Stan takes us on a tour 
of this beautiful island and shows us the 
attractions which make it a must-dive 
location. 
Volume 10$15 
A SIXTIETH AT f EIGHT: Underwater 
photography is all the rage, and Stan 
takes us to class on the Bahama Island 
of San Salvador at the Paul Tzimoulis 
Underwater Photography College. Look 
for appearances by Paul, Geri Murphy, 
Peter Bench ley and his family. Includes 
a dolphin sequence filmed by Jack 
McKenney. 
SCUBA: A lesson in diving history, with 
Stan as our professor, traces the advance 
of man's efforts underwater from Leonardo 
da Vinci to Cousteau. Includes a visit to 
the Dacor Company and film sequences by 
AI Giddings and John Ernest Williamson. 
SHARKS: A glimpse into the world of 
sharks and their relationship with humans. 
Incudes interviews with Dr. Don Nelson, Dr. 
Eugenie Clark, and Rodney Fox, plus film 
from of Ron and Valerie Taylor. Produced 
by Stan and Howard Hall as part of a World 
of Audobon television special. 
1 $15 each video, plus $5 S&H (Domestic). Ca. res. add 8.75% sales tax. Order these DVDs online at www.hds.org/store/books or go to www.hds.org and click on "The Store" 
20,000 Divers Under the Sea 
The New Book by Tor rance Parker 
An expansive recording of this important diving fisheries industry 
from ancient times to modern day, including numerous photos and 
period ephemera. 
"Torrance Parker has authored 
another vital link in the chain 
of diving history that we can all 
anchor on to. The flow of old world 
diving industry skills, from the 
Mediterranean across the Atlantic 
to the new world of promise and 
opportunity hightlight the essence 
of the early 2Q1h Century American 
experience. A magnificent account 
of working above and below the 
sea. Bravo!" 
- Leslie Leaney 
Full book review in The Journal of Diving History, issue 75. 
Hardbound with color dust jacket, 24 7 pages, b&w photos, 
illustrations. Maps, index, appendix, notes, credits. Price $87. 
Domestic USPS Priority Mail $13 (up to 3 books to a box) USPS 
Media Mail $7 (1 book to a box). Contact products@hds.org for 
international rates. 
[omplete Set of 
Backl!i!iUE!!i 
TheJoumal ofDiving ffistory 
and ffistorlcal Diver 
Magazine 
For a limited time the 
Society is offering a 
complete set of back issues 
for sale, starting with the 
1992 Inaugural Report 
through to issue 70 of 
Winter 2012. The set of 
71 total copies includes 10 
reprints, with the balance 
being original copies, for 
a total of well over 3,000 
pages of diving history. 
The full content listing for 
back issues can be found 
at www.hds.org. 
Sets are $200+shipping 
For orders or information 
email products@hds.org. 
LotteHass 
THE STORY OF THE 
DIAMOND KNOT 
Complete Documentary and Booklet 
From the Fireman's Fund 
In 1947, the largest ship sal-
vage operation conducted on 
the US west coast took place 
in the Strait of Juan De Fuca 
near Port Angeles, Washing-
ton. Fully one tenth of Alas-
ka's canned salmon harvest 
went to the bottom with the 
sinking of the MV Diamond 
Knot. The ensuing salvage of 
the $3.5 million cargo was so 
momentous that Fireman's 
Fund Insurance produced a 
THE STORY 
"""~ 
film and booklet documenting the entire process. in 2012, 
Fireman's Fund graciously donated the rights to both the 
book and film to the Historical Diving Society USA. The HDS 
now proudly presents The Story of the Diamond Knot DVD 
and booklet as a set. 
The Story of the Diamond Knot set 
is available for $25 (US shipping included). 
www.hds.org 
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